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As a deer 
longs for a 
stream of cool water, 
so I long for you, O God. 
I thirst for you, the living God, mm 




AIDS scare affects 
Christian counseling 
Altamonte Springs, Fla. (EP)—Coun-
seling homosexuals, always a difficult 
area of ministry, has been further com-
plicated by fear of AIDS (Acquired 
Immune Deficiency Syndrome), accord-
ing to author Harold Ivan Smith. Writ-
ing in the Spring 1986 issue of Minis-
tries: The Magazine for Christian 
Leaders, Smith says that statements, 
attitudes, and actions of some pastors 
and Christian counselors are driving a 
wedge between homosexuals, who them-
selves fear AIDS, and proper Christian 
counseling. "Some gays are so panicked 
by the killer epidemic, so hungry for 
release from bondage, so ripe for the 
liberating good news of the gospel, so 
close to decision," Smith writes. "But 
the ranting and raving of a few judgmen-
tal preachers builds skepticism and sus-
picion toward all evangelicals." Smith 
said much damage has been done by 
Christians that have said AIDS is the 
wrath of God upon homosexuals. He 
says that individuals should not take it 
upon themselves to decide whether or 
not AIDS is the wrath of God. 
Pope condemns anti-Semitism in 
historic synagogue visit 
Rome, Italy (EP)—Pope John Paul II 
condemned anti-Semitism April 13, 
while marking a historic visit to Rome's 
central synagogue. It was the first re-
corded papal visit to a synagogue. The 
Pope spoke about the similarities be-
tween the Christian and Jewish faiths, 
and expressed his "abhorrence for the 
Correction 
Sixteen lines of type in " Is lam—the 
Church ' s greatest challenge" (May, p. 22-
24) appeared in the wrong place in the 
article. 
The entire first co lumn on page 24, 
under the "Islam, cont inued" line (the 16 
lines beginning " T o make sense of such 
large numbers" and ending "51 feet f rom 
the") should have appeared at the very 
beginning of page 23. Then, as you turn 
f r o m page 23 to page 24, ignore co lumn 
one, as the text continues on column two. 
Our apologies. 
genocide against the Jewish people dur-
ing the last war, which led to the holo-
caust of millions of innocent victims." 
The Pope emphasized that Jews are not 
"repudiated or cursed," but are "beloved 
of God, who has called them with an 
irrevocable calling." 
The relationship between the two 
religions, including the common moral 
grounding in the Ten Commandments, 
was a prominent theme in the Pope's 
address. "The Jewish religion is not 
'extrinsic' to us, but in a certain way is 
'intrinsic' to our own religion. With 
Judaism, therefore, we have a relation-
ship which we do not have with any 
other religion. You are our dearly be-
loved brothers, and, in a certain way, it 
could be said that you are our elder 
brothers." 
Theater showing "Hail Mary" 
is vandalized, film stolen 
Minneapolis, Minn. (EP)—When the 
Uptown Theatre in Minneapolis sched-
uled the controversial Jean-Luc Godard 
film "Hail Mary," theater manager Tom 
Ladd expected some objections. Like 
managers of other theaters that had 
shown the film, Ladd got angry letters 
and phone calls, a petition drive against 
the film, public denunciations by reli-
gious leaders, and protesters in front of 
the theater. Early on the morning of 
April 7, an additional protest against the 
film was made when someone broke 
into the theater. 
The theft of the film, a modern retell-
ing of the nativity story which features 
frontal nudity by "Mary" and which has 
been condemned by the Roman Catholic 
Church as blasphemy, forced the Up-
town to cancel three showings Monday; 
showings resumed when another copy 
was flown in the next day. Ladd wasn't 
worried about the lost revenue from the 
canceled showings. "For all the publicity 
that we've received—we were on every 
network newscast—we're going to make 
up on the other nights anything we lost 
on Monday." The Xenon projector bulbs 
that were smashed "explode on impact," 
according to Ladd. "So it's possible that 
whoever did this is walking around with 
a face full of glass." Ladd concluded, 
"The bottom line here is that I'm sad 
that people have had to stoop so low to 
prove a point. I think it puts them in a 
very pathetic light." 
Benson confirmed as new prophet 
Salt Lake City, Utah (EP)—Mormons 
unanimously confirmed Ezra Taft Ben-
son, 86, as new prophet of the church at 
the closing session of the church's 156th 
annual general conference, April 6. 
About 5,000 stood and raised their right 
hands, signifying acceptance of Benson 
as "prophet, seer, and revelator." Ben-
son admonished the church to forsake 
pride and immorality, including enter-
tainment that is "immoral, suggestive or 
pornographic." Benson also noted that 
only one-third of eligible young Mor-
mon men are among the faith's 29,000 
full-time missionaries. "We can do bet-
ter," he said. "We must do better." 
Graham crusade in Washington 
Washington, D.C. (EP)—Billy Graham's 
Greater Washington Crusade, his first 
crusade in the nation's capital in 26 
years, began April 27 and continued for 
seven evenings at the Washington Con-
vention Center, with a closing service 
May 4 at R.F.K. Stadium in Washing-
ton, D.C. Graham visited soup kitchens 
and shelters for the homeless in Washing-
ton as he prepared for the crusade. "We 
tried to catch a little of the suffering of 
the people in this city," said Graham. 
The 67-year-old evangelist hasn't been 
in Washington much since the '60s and 
'70s, when he was a frequent guest at 
Richard Nixon's White House. 
Public school textbooks 
ignore religious freedom 
Washington, D.C. (EP)—Most high 
school textbooks completely ignore the 
history of religious liberty in the United 
States, according to a recent study by 
Dr. Charles Haynes. At the request of 
the Americans United Research Foun-
dation, Haynes analyzed a representa-
tive sample of texts used in high schools. 
Haynes said of one text, "One might 
conclude from reading this text that 
religion and religious freedom are of no 
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consequence in most of America's his-
tory." Haynes concluded that "Ameri-
can history books . . . do not deal 
adequately with our tradition of reli-
gious freedom. The many struggles con-
cerning religion in schools, the problems 
of Catholic and other immigrants, the 
significant religious 'awakenings,' the 
emergence of new religious groups, 
church-state debates, and many other 
related themes [are ignored]." 
New Life Bible completed 
Canby, Ore.—Announcement has been 
made of the completion of the long await-
ed New Life Bible by editor Gleason 
Ledyard, president of Christian Litera-
ture International. The New Life Tes-
tament has been in use in America and 
around the world since 1969 by new 
readers, slow readers, children and those 
who use English as a second language. 
The 850 word controlled vocabulary 
used so successfully in the New Testa-
ment has been the basis for the Old Tes-
tament. Accuracy and readability were 
the two important factors which guided 
the translation team. The New Life ver-
sion will be available through the Canby 
office in early summer. Arthur Climen-
haga has been board member and con-
sultant to CLI. 
WANTED: 
Two Dedicated Couples 
for Ministry 
The Board of Bishops is looking 
for se l f -support ing couples to min-
ister in small congregat ions in the 
At lant ic and Central Conferences. 
These may well be retired or semi-
retired persons who have some years 
to give in service to the Lord and His 
people. Ministerial credentials are 
not required to respond to this call. 
The churches needing pastors 
will probably be closed unless volun-
teers are fo r thcoming to help in the 
work. Housing and minimal support 
are provided. 
Anyone available and interested 
may call either Bishop John A. Byers 
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Disproportionate 
suffering 
Along life's pilgrimage from earth toward heaven, I've often been confronted with 
questions that ask why. Why does 
God want us above all things to 
pray, and yet does it his way? Why is 
suffering so disproportionate? Why 
is the human family on earth filled 
with so much inhumane disregard 
for each other? And why do we 
develop emotional suffering at the 
level of our closest human relation-
ships—family, friends, fellow be-
lievers, community? These questions 
are common to all of us. One thing 
for sure, we need some answers. I 
don't have the answers in and of 
myself. But I can certainly point you 
to the Answerer. 
My first encounter with "why" 
occurred in my late teens. My oldest 
brother lay terminally ill in our 
home, the victim of a malignant 
tumor. My father and mother prayed 
earnestly for his healing. Our home 
was situated on the campus of a 
Christian college of which Dad was 
the dean. The entire student body— 
all young people training for the 
ministry—laid hold of God in un-
ceasing, fervent prayer. Several well-
known ministers made special trips 
to join Dad and Mother in bedside 
meetings, to anoint with oil and 
prayer for Bill's healing according to 
James 5:14. 
It was during those long months 
that I surrendered my sinful life to 
Jesus for forgiveness of sins and the 
security of his loving Lordship. So I, 
too, prayed for Bill whom I loved 
dearly. Yet, in the face of all this, at 
Thanksgiving time, 1938, with a 
confession upon his lips that he was 
going up to be with the Lord, God 
took him home to heaven. Bill, so 
bright, so young, so promising, was 
gone. I asked God why. 
At Bill's funeral, Mark Gaston of 
the student body sang "O Love That 
Wilt Not Let Me Go." And as he 
sang, there came a bond between 
myself and God. That song ever 
since has been as a covenant between 
God and me. I didn't have the won-
derful experience of spending life 
Adaptedfrom a Haven of Rest broadcast. 
Used by permission. 
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with Bill. But I'm satisfied; he's kept 
in God's love. 
The Word of God convinces me 
that believers are to offer prayers to 
God for the healing of the sick and 
afflicted. God always hears. Some 
he heals; some he doesn't. The late 
Dr. Charles Price, lecturing to a 
group of ministerial students, gave 
good counsel in these words, "Young 
men, pray for the sick, even if you 
must pray from a wheelchair." 
It does not fragment me emotion-
ally to offer prayers for divine heal-
ing. I always keep in mind that God 
is both our sovereign, eternal God 
and our loving Father in heaven. 
Whether in heaven or on earth, we 
are in his covenant of love. If we 
don't believe that, then it's perilous 
to pray. 
There are also the "whys" of fate 
or coincidence. Is God in control? A 
young couple approached me fol-
lowing a Sunday morning worship 
service. "Pastor, we wish to have our 
baby Mark dedicated to the Lord," 
So we discussed two dates, next 
Sunday or the following. Either was 
O.K. I chose the second Sunday, so 
they decided to take that little trip 
they had planned on the first Sun-
day. And that's the day the tragic, 
fatal accident occurred. Both died. 
Why did I choose the second 
Sunday? What if I hadn't? Now, 21 
years later, I have no choice but to 
keep that fateful decision committed 
to God. He will safeguard it until the 
families, and young Mark, now a 
pre-law student, and I see our sov-
ereign God, our living heavenly 
Father, face to face. 
The old adage says, "Into each life 
a little rain must fall." Would to God 
that were true. No, suffering is dis-
proportionate, and that's a cause for 
asking why. 
January 19, 1983, Pastor and Mrs. Barfoot—Howard and Nora—traveling in their car, 
entered the intersection at Beverly 
and Rampart in Los Angeles and 
were struck broadside. Nora died 
instantly. My friendship with How-
ard and Nora dates back to the 
1930s. I was in high school; they 
Suffering calls for 




were in college, training for the min-
istry. Both entered the ministry and 
in time they were married. Together 
they enjoyed excellent and fruitful 
years of ministry. Oh, they loved it. 
They gave God their best. Their atti-
tude was, he's worthy of our best. 
In June 1959, Nora was stricken 
with crippling arthritis. By December 
of that same year, she was a virtual 
invalid. The disease was merciless. 
More and more, her body and fea-
tures were deformed. This once 
physically attractive lady became a 
gnarled, pitiful figure confined to a 
wheelchair. 
There was never a time through 
all those years when Howard did not 
take total care of Nora. Total! Oh, 
how he loved her and how the two of 
them were admired. But what of 
continuing ministry? Some churches 
felt it was a liability to have such an 
unattractive minister's wife. And 
Nora loved the house of God above 
all things. So is it any wonder that 
they loved old Bethel Church which 
called them as pastors, and loved 
them as themselves, and for all the 
genuine, wonderful things they repre-
sented? 
Disproportionate suffering. You 
handle it with love. At Nora's fu-
neral, Howard eulogized her. I wish 
you could have heard it. There wasn't 
a person who wasn't weeping openly 
when Howard concluded that eul-
ogy with these remarks, "Love holds 
a nation, a home, a church together. 
There is no substitute for love. Love 
is impenetrable. Nothing can de-
stroy love." Howard said, "The more 
crippled Nora became, the more I 
loved her. The more deformed she 
became, the more I loved her. I loved 
her when I first met her; I loved her 
in courtship; I loved her in life; and I 
love her in death." 
How do you handle dispropor-
tionate suffering? You commit it to 
God who will safeguard it "until that 
Day." When prayer has been great 
and earnest, yet nothing is changed, 
why? When occurring tragedy has 
hung on a split second, or a simple 
decision, why? When suffering has 
been so disproportionate, why? And 
then there is the suffering which rav-
ages and destroys the earth's people 
as a result of political injustice. In-
stead of governing under God on 
behalf of human welfare, the sacred-
ness of human life and human rights 
are denied. Instead of great hearts in 
high places, there is greed and self-
gratification. Human decency and 
privacy are treated roughshod. In its 
wake comes a plague of disorder, 
violence, and economic loss. Why? 
When suffering comes into our human relationships of the closest kind—fami-
ly, friends, and into the fellowship of 
Christian believers—why? Suffering 
calls for an answer. Finding the 
answer to suffering is a basic human 
need. Thank God the need, that 
basic human need, is met in the gos-
pel. The gospel gives, in Christ, an 
eternal relationship with God. You 
need that because you and I may 
very well leave this life with the prob-
lems of suffering unresolved. So, 
how do we handle the matter? We 
commit the "whys" to God, because 
our relationshp with God continues 
forever. We're going to be with God 
in eternity, and there we can rest. 
The lyricist said it this way: "One 
glimpse of his dear face, all sorrow 
will erase." Best are the words of 2 
Timothy 1:12, "For the which cause 
I also suffer these things: neverthe-
less, I am not ashamed; for I know 
whom I have believed, and am per-
suaded that he is able to keep that 
which I have committed unto him 
against that day." So states the King 
James Version. "Until that day" 
. . . I can refer it to him and wait. 
But the Revised Standard Version 
says, "I'm sure that he is able to 
guard until that Day what has been 
entrusted to me." The New English 
continued on page 6 
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Bible: "I . . . am confident of his 
power to keep safe what he has put 
into my charge." The Jerusalem Bible 
reads, "He is able to take care of all 
that I have entrusted to him until 
that Day." 
Obviously, there are two trusts: 
(1) what he has entrusted to me, 
(2) what I have entrusted to him. 
Keeping power is his. He is able to 
keep safe what I have committed to 
him. He is able to safely guard all I 
have given to him. Safe in his hands 
is the work he has committed to me. 
He is able to take care of all I have 
entrusted to him. I'm confident of 
his power to keep safe what he has 
put in my charge. 
So, I can't wait. The "whys" at 
once will dissolve in the joy and the 
glory of God's unending presence. If 
not, he'll explain it to me. We'll be 
together for all eternity and we can 
talk. 
Eternal God, our loving Father, 
as a result of what I have talked 
about here, some people are talking 
about you. With unbelieving hearts, 
they are saying, "If there is a God, if 
he loved us, he wouldn't let these 
things happen." Then there are some 
people talking to you, Lord. All they 
can say is "why?" There are some 
asking, "Why so much, Lord? Why 
is it so disproportionate?" I thank 
you, Lord, that these problems are 
resolved when we realize that it's not 
over with this life. We're going to be 
with you for eternity and we'll com-
mit all of these "whys" and this dis-
proportionate suffering to your hands 
through Christ. Amen. • 
****** An Overwhelming Interference 
An Overwhelming Interference 
by Edward Kuhlman is a book 
about death. Kuhlman, a professor 
of education at Messiah College, 
recounts the agony of losing to 
cancer his only son Keith, with 
whom he had an unusually warm 
and loving relationship. 
Kuhlman's love for his bright 
and tender 16-year-old son was 
partly an expression of God-like 
care he never received from his own 
father. In the painful months before 
Keith's death, father and son talked 
and mourned together. Kuhlman's 
scholarly inclinations led him to 
spend much time reading and re-
flecting. The book is replete with 
quotations, Scriptures, examples 
from the lives of others, as well as 
the account of Keith's last days. 
The process of Kuhlman's search 
for death's meaning is what he 
passes on in his book, not necessar-
ily answers to life's most pressing 
questions. Readers will experience 
the book emotionally and intellec-
tually as Kuhlman, in great vulner-
ability, exposes his pain and his 
faith. One cannot help but feel that 
he or she has been alongside the 
heartbroken father. 
The author takes great comfort 
not only in the hope of resurrec-
tion, but in the literary expressions 
of the faith of others. He merges his 
soul with the souls of those who 
have known like sorrow. Chapter 
seven, "Prophets Through Pain," is 
especially powerful as he tries to 
come to grips with the deaths of 
young, talented, faith-filled men 
like Keith who have died in the 
early days of manhood. The author 
fittingly ends with Christ. As Kuhl-
man recounts the lives of some who 
either kept journals or whom oth-
ers wrote about, the reader senses 
that this book is a father's way of 
giving earthly immortality to his 
son while at the same time ac-
knowledging the eternal life given 
by the Heavenly Father. 
If the book raises any questions 
that Kuhlman does not try to cover, 
they include: How did the rest of 
the family react to Keith's dying? 
Little mention is made of the mother 
and the sisters. Nor does Kuhlman 
give much clue to how he was able 
to keep his vocation and other life 
involvements intact. His devotion 
to Keith in the death process seems 
almost too all-consuming to be-
lieve. One also wishes for more 
insight about Keith's thoughts and 
reactions. But this apparently was 
not the purpose of the book. As 
much as Kuhlman wanted to be-
come his son, to suffer the pain and 
the fear and the final moments of 
dying for him, the reader realizes 
that no one but the dying can ever 
really understand what death is 
like. 
Kuhlman writes (p. 153), "My 
son, Keith, died at the age of six-
teen years. Is it possible that he 
fulfilled God's purposes for him? 
Unquestionably, yes! . . . God 
would not take him home until he 
had fulfilled God's purposes here 
on ear th." The final chapters, 
"Heaven Bound," "Metaphors of 
Mercy," and "Communion and Re-
union," will bring reassurance and 
hope to both those grieving and 
those who are not. He writes (p. 
208), "On the knoll overlooking the 
town and countryside he loved so 
much, my son's body lies awaiting 
the last trump and the shout. The 
full flower of resurrected life, where 
soul and body reunite is the prom-
ise to all believers." He adds (p. 
213), "Christians are people of hope, 
and Christians who have lost loved 
ones should be preeminently peo-
ple of hope. . . . My son awaits 
me as all heaven awaits the arrival 
of God's people" (p. 215)." 
The people of God who hope in 
the resurrection will do well to read 
An Overwhelming Interference. 
An Overwhelming Interference, by 
Edward Kuhlman. Revell, 1986. Cloth, 224 
pages. $11.95. Reviewed by Helen Johns. 
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Jesus bore our sins, our sickness, 
our burdens, our concerns, our wor-
ries, and our pain and suffering. This 
has physical, psychological and rela-
tional implications as well as spirit-
ual significance. Yet so often people 
carry their own burdens and con-
cerns. Some Christians become physi-
cally sick with worry and may even 
continue to carry the guilt of their 
sins. These people are like the man 
who, carrying a heavy backpack, 
was riding his donkey along a road. 
He met a person who asked him why 
he didn't let the donkey carry the 
backpack. The rider answered: "I'm 
heavy enough. I wouldn't think of 
making the poor animal carry this, 
too." 
We confess that Jesus has saved 
us and that we are borne along 
because of the grace of God, yet I 
encounter many who continue to see 
themselves as sinners, as weak and 
helpless and miserable. They con-
tinue to be frustrated and sick. Isaiah 
53:4-9 tells us that God has borne all 
these things for us on the cross. I 
wonder if God doesn't smile at us, 
like we chuckle at the foolishness of 
the man on the donkey. God has 
gone to all the effort to carry our 
Marlin and Ruth look will be coming 
home to the States this summer, having 
served over 20 years with Brethren in Christ 
Mission in Japan. 
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burdens for us. Why do so many 
insist on carrying their own burdens? 
I would propose that part of the 
problem is because of the desire to 
shut feelings out of our beliefs. There 
seem to be two extremes; one of 
emotionalism and the other of deny-
ing emotions. The one side says that 
if one is not emotional, salvation is 
in doubt. The other side argues that 
salvation is not based on one's feel-
ings. Let's explore this a little. 
Why do so many 
insist on carrying 
their own 
burdens? 
We all have feelings, though we 
may not be "emotional." If I am free, 
I am going to feel free. My thoughts 
and actions will also reflect my state 
and my feelings. If I am burdened, 
guess what? I will feel burdened and 
whatever I do will reflect this feeling. 
Whether I am on the donkey or not, 
if I have a burden, I will feel it and 
act like I am burdened. 
It is also true that our salvation is 
not based on our feelings. What God 
has done is an historic fact. Every sin 
was covered on Calvary—all my 
past sins, as well as the present and 
future sins. Jesus bore it all! My sal-
vation rests on accepting this fact. 
How I feel about this fact does not 
change it in any way. 
However, my feelings give me an 
indication of whether or not I am 
carrying my burden. Therefore, feel-
ings are very important when we 
deal with our faith. I may rationally 
believe one thing and yet actually 
live as if I believe something else. 
God has given us a way to check this 
out: our feelings. 
Everything that I think and do is 
based on my feelings. My feelings, in 
turn, are based on the beliefs that I 
hold. There are Christians who think 
of themselves as weak and are always 
depending on the pastor. They see 
themselves as weak because they feel 
weak. They actually believe that they 
are weak. Because they believe that 
they are weak, they feel it and act it. 
Even though they say that they 
believe the Scripture which declares 
that because of God "I stay young 
and strong like an eagle" (Ps. 103:5, 
TEB), their inner belief is really in 
their own weakness. It is on the basis 
of this belief that they feel and act. 
Another example. If I act in a de-
fensive, self-protecting way, I do so 
because I feel that I need to protect 
myself. This indicates that I believe I 
am unprotected, that God is not pro-
tecting me. If I really feel that I am in 
the hands of God, that he protects 
me, then I will feel secure and will act 
continued on page 8 
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in an open, loving and caring way. 
The point is this: God has pro-
vided us with a way to check out the 
beliefs on which we base our lives. 
Feelings tell us if the beliefs that we 
say we have are really the beliefs on 
which we live. They may be the 
same, but they may be different. 
At the same time, there is the chal-
lenge to feel the reality of our lives, 
to feel the freedom and release of 
laying our burdens on Him. We 
want our feelings to be congruent 
with the reality of our salvation. 
Let's use the concept of self-esteem 
as an example. 
If I feel down on myself, then 
there is some indication that I am 
not really taking into account that I 
am a child of God. Can one be a 
child of God and not have esteem? 
Not really. If I do not experience a 
truth, if I do not feel it, then it is not a 
reality for me. I may be saved, but if 
I do not feel saved, my salvation is 
not doing me much good. If I do not 
feel the joy of salvation, then my 
salvation is not a reality to me. 
Rather than feeling so unworthy 
of this salvation, would it not be 
better to proclaim: "I am a child of 
God and am looking more and more 
like Father every day"? Let me ask it 
another way: which do you think 
brings more glory to the Father, 
1) to call him Father, love him and 
proclaim him as Father, or 2) wal-
low in unworthiness? If I continue to 
talk about my unworthiness, am I 
not really focusing on myself? Would 
it not be better to glory in the Father 
and the position that I enjoy because 
of his love and grace? 
We are worthy, not because of 
any innate worth, but because we are 
loved and deemed worthy of salva-
tion. When we continue to focus on 
our own unworthiness, it is like car-
rying our own burden, even though 
we are being supported by God. 
Christ died to take care of our 
unworthiness. He counted us worthy 
of his grace and because he has be-
stowed worth on us, we can and 
should feel worthy. Since he deemed 
us worthy, is not our continuing to 
proclaim ourselves unworthy akin 
to calling God a liar? 
Therefore, if God has deemed us 
worthy of his love, should we not 
claim that worth and live with feel-
ings of worth and esteem? Let us 
allow the content of the Gospel to 
affect our feelings and emotions. It 
need not be an "emotional" thing, 
but we should feel the worth and live 
accordingly. We should live it be-
cause all the burdens have been car-
ried by him. 
Jesus came to give us resurrection 
life, and feelings and emotions are 
essential if we are going to be vitally 
and fully alive. Let us feel it, expe-
rience it, and allow ourselves to be 
energized by it. Let us also become 
aware of our feelings and use these 
feelings to check out our faith, to see 
if what we believe is congruent with 
what we have or claim to be. Let us 
make sure we are not like the bur-
dened man on the donkey. Instead, 
let us feel and experience the fact 
that God is bearing all our burdens 
for us. • 
CAN-AM Invitational Quiz Meet 
If you had driven past the parking lot at the Welland 
(Ontario) Brethren in Christ Church on April 5, you might 
have thought that a mini-General Conference was being 
held. Vans from Ohio mixed with cars from Pennsylvania 
and campers from Ontario. It was on this day that quiz 
teams from four Brethren in Christ Conferences—Allegheny 
(Grantham, Cumberland Valley, Hanover); Atlantic 
(Pequea); Central (Highland, Fairview); and Canadian 
(Springvale, Wainfleet, Rosebank, Westheights, Port Col-
borne, Riverside, Welland)—joined teams from the Mis-
sionary Church, Church of the Brethren, and Christian and 
Missionary Alliance denominations for the second annual 
CAN-AM Invitational Bible Quiz Meet. 
The nineteen participating teams competed in a 3-
division tournament from 8:30 a.m. until 4:00 p.m., during 
which much excellent quizzing was demonstrated. It was 
surprizing to see how well quizzers could jump, especially 
after being filled to the brim with the delicious meal pro-
vided by the ladies of the Welland Church. 
The playoff rounds, which ran from 6:00-9:30 p.m., 
involved the top twelve teams, and eventually led to the 
selection of the day's top three teams. In a hotly-contested 
and enthusiastically-cheered match, Wainfleet BIC defeated 
Pequea BIC to advance to the finals against the team from 
Grantham BIC. The cheering in the two final quizzes 
seemed to reflect the international flavour of the meet, with 
cheers of "Let's go, Grantham!" and "Yeah, Dave!" from 
the enthusiastic American visitors mixing with the equally-
enthusiastic support the Canadian fans gave to the Wain-
fleet team. When the two-out-of-three finals were over, 
Grantham had emerged victorious, with team members 
presented with plaques to recognize their achievement. 
The top quizzers for the day were also recognized. They 
were: 
Scot White Wainfleet BIC 510 pts 
Cindy Shirk Pequea BIC 500 pts 
Sherri Peachy Cumberland Valley BIC 460 pts 
Elaine Baugher Hanover BIC 420 pts 
Lisa York Alliance "A" 380 pts 
Steve Sider Riverside BIC 380 pts 
Chris Cober Port Colborne BIC 380 pts 
As we attempt to build our quizzing programme in Ca-
nadian Conference, we are indeed grateful to our American 
and non-Brethren in Christ fellow-quizzers who continue to 
support us with their participation in the CAN-AM Meet, 
and with their prayers, which we equally cherish. 
As I reflect on the love, warmth, friendships and Bible 
knowledge that develop among quizzers, coaches and offi-
cials, I cannot help but echo the words of Fanny Crosby, 
which we sang as a fitting and joyful conclusion to this 
year's CAN-AM Meet: "To God be the glory, great things 
He has done." 
by Aubrey Haw ton, Canadian Conference Quizmaster. 
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FRED 
WHO? 
by Beth Hostetler Mark 
" Y o u a re i n v i t e d t o a t t e n d 
F.R.E.D.," proclaimed the flier in 
my church mailbox. I laughed and 
commented to my husband, "Who-
ever wrote this could use a lesson in 
basic grammar!" Reading on, I dis-
covered that F R E D referred not to a 
person, but was an acronym stand-
ing for Fellowship, Recreation, Eats, 
and Devotions. 
In past summers, Sunday evening 
church attendance had not been very 
encouraging, so the church board 
decided to cancel it for July and 
August. There was a surprising re-
action—a small group of people 
f rom various age groups (including 
youth) missed getting together on 
Sunday evenings. Instead of grum-
bling, however, they proposed an 
alternative—informal Sunday eve-
ning gatherings to be held five times 
during the summer. Tentatively, the 
pastors gave the impromptu group 
permission to make some plans. 
The newly-formed committee had 
unusual foresight. They were a long 
range planning person's dream— 
they began by identifying goals, very 
practical goals. 
First, the committee wanted "to 
create an atmosphere of informal fel-
lowship where people of the church 
could interact and know each other 
better" in a way which they usually 
cannot on a Sunday morning. 
Beth Hostetler Mark is an active member 
of the Grantham (Pa.) congregation. 
Realizing that typical evangelical 
church programming tends to sepa-
rate families by age groups (Sunday 
school, clubs, etc.), the group chose 
to consciously promote intergenera-
tional interaction. Pauline Stevick, 
leader of the committee, observed, 
"Each generation has something to 
offer the other; youth can learn from 
the experiences of the older genera-
tion when they are shared in a sin-
cere and non-threatening manner, 
and senior citizens often appreciate 
the vitality and creativity of youth." 
Third, they wanted to emphasize 
participation in the program—espe-
cially in the devotional hour—includ-
ing the informal sharing of talents, 
ideas, and experiences. 
Fourth, the committee hoped "to 
create a setting in which people 
could get below the surface (if they 
so desired) and share spiritual strug-
gles, successes, advice, comfort, etc." 
In other words, they wanted to fos-
ter a "building up" of the body of 
Christ. 
F R E D evenings were held at a 
church member's home out in the 
country, where there was plenty of 
space to spread out. For planning 
purposes, F R E D s were divided into 
three hours, each with a different 
emphasis. Advance publicity encour-
aged people to come when they 
could—at the beginning, or the 
second or third hour. Beginning at 
five o'clock were activities such as 
volleyball, frisbee golf, four square. 
hiking, and visiting. It was found 
helpful to provide some leadership 
for younger children's activities, thus 
freeing their parents to participate in 
the recreation hour. 
At six o'clock the call for supper 
went out and everyone gathered 
together with their lawn chairs and 
blankets. People were asked to bring 
sandwiches , sa lad , and desser t 
"enough for your clan plus a few 
more," thus eliminating the problem 
for those who don't belong to a 
"family." Homemade ice cream, pro-
vided by several families who owned 
freezers, made a special dessert one 
evening. 
As a transition between supper 
and the devotional time, the group 
participated in a mixer game or 
activity which provided an oppor-
tunity to become better acquainted 
with church friends. Pauline advised, 
"the mixer game should be non-
threatening and should allow people 
of all ages to be involved." For the 
first F R E D , people tore construc-
tion paper into a small symbol or 
emblem which told something about 
them. (Participants were allowed to 
use crayons, but not scissors.) They 
pinned the emblems to their clothing 
and explained their meaning to sev-
eral people in the group. Giving ev-
eryone a puzzle piece which had 
been cut f rom several different mag-
azine pictures formed the basis of 
another mixer. Once people found 
the puzzle they belonged to (forming 
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clusters of five or six), leaders as-
signed some topics to be discussed, 
such as telling about a favorite vaca-
tion experience and a time they felt 
especially close to God. 
The seven o'clock devotional time 
always began with enthusiastic sing-
ing of several choruses. After the 
singing, every evening differed, but 
always involved as many people as 
possible. One evening some men, 
women, and youth (pre-arranged) 
spoke of spiritual role models. The 
resulting well-rounded "sermon" held 
the interest of even the very young. 
Another evening the group viewed a 
movie depicting a modern version of 
"The Prodigal Son." Afterwards, 
small groups discussed the short 
movie and/ or the parable itself, ask-
ing such questions as "Which char-
acter did you identify with and why?' 
One of the more lively FREDs 
was entitled "Sing-along-Play-along" 
FRED, when musicians, whether 
amateur or professional, brought 
along their musical instruments and 
shared their talents. Music of var-
ious kinds, including violin, banjo, 
vibraharp, guitar, and a saw (yes, a 
real saw!) created an enthusiastic 
response from the audience. The 
devotional concluded with a discus-
sion of the parable of the talents. A 
serendipity of the evening was dis-
covering that we had an excellent 
four-piece blue grass band in our 
midst. 
The last F R E D focused on "New 
Beginnings." People shared new 
things in their lives, such as going to 
college for the first time, going to a 
new junior high school, starting a 
new job, returning to school of any 
kind, having the last child leave 
home, etc. 
The F R E D committee offered 
some practical advice for others plan-
ning their own FRED. "Singing 
should be led by someone who is 
sensitive to the group, and the songs 
chosen should appeal to different 
age levels, each one having to 'give' a 
little for the benefit of the others." 
Both scripture songs and old time 
choruses fit in well. Any sharing time 
should be as comfortable as possible 
for the participants and strictly volun-
tary. 
The problem with FRED was 
that when fall began, with its more 
formal structure, one began to hear 
wistful voices saying, "I miss FRED." 
Soon the pastors responded by form-
ing a new committee to continue the 
F R E D idea on fifth Sunday nights, 
naming them Fifth Sunday Fellow-
ship. 
While the initials do not form a 
real name, the Fifth Sunday Fellow-
ship held between Christmas and 
New Year did have its very own first 
name, Holiday Hearthside. The com-
mittee braced themselves for a pos-
sible low attendance due to vacation-
ing members. They were pleasantly 
surprised when over 100 men, 
women, and children arrived for a 
rather long time at church (4:30 to 
7:30 p.m.). 
Since there was no large recrea-
tion space available, people were 
divided into five groups and, at the 
sound of a whistle every ten minutes, 
the groups rotated to different rooms. 
Activities included games, storytell-
ing, an opportunity to write a note 
of thanks or appreciation to some-
one in the church, air choir practice, 
and sharing of Christmas or other 
holiday traditions. 
After a delicious supper of home-
made soup, sandwiches, fruit, and 
cookies, the five air choirs made 
their debuts before a live audience. 
The "choirs" acted out fun Christ-
mas songs, playing "air" instruments 
and pantomiming the story. The 
barriers between young and old 
dropped quickly as all were willing 
to be silly, and frankly, most seemed 
to enjoy it. 
The evening was completed with 
the singing of praise and worship 
choruses, followed by a meditation 
on New Year's resolutions with audi-
ence participation. Even though we 
had just spent three hours at church, 
no one seemed to be in a big hurry to 
leave. 
It is obvious that FRED's spirit is 
alive and well in his "offspring," 
Fifth Sunday Fellowship. Following 
Holiday Hearthtime one contented 
participant remarked, "A F R E D by 
any other name is still a FRED!" 
Background on a new 
The 
Located on the west coast of 
Africa just north of the equator, 
Senegal is a former French colony in 
the process of adjusting to 20th cen-
tury independence. It is a dry, flat 
country closely linked with its neigh-
bor, Gambia, which extends a 20-
mile wide finger 200 miles eastward 
through the heart of Senegal. With 
an estimated population of over six 
million, the nation is growing rapidly. 
The Senegalese are warm and hos-
pitable people who are often shocked 
by western materialism that places 
profits before people. 
The area now named Senegal 
became known to Europe when the 
Portuguese discovered it in 1444. 
The Dutch, French, and English 
soon followed and pursued their 
interests in the region. While they 
dealt in the trade of ivory, gold, 
ebony, and skins, their major inter-
est was in the exportation of slaves 
to the New World. When the slave 
trade ended in the early 19th cen-
tury, the French moved inland and 
began colonial production of peanuts. 
In the middle of the 20th century 
there was a growing independence 
movement which eventually brought 
complete self-government in 1960. 
The year 1982 saw the signing of the 
Confederate Compact with English-
speaking Gambia, designed eventu-
ally to unite the two nations into a 
confederacy: Senegambia. Since then, 
several obstacles have brought the 
concept of unification into question. 
The government of Senegal is a 
parliamentary democracy built solid-
ly on human rights and individual 
freedom. Senegal has gained world 
renown for its skill in diplomacy. It 
is one of Africa's most stable democ-
racies, at least in part because of the 
large amount of foreign aid it receives. 
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mission field by Jeffrey Garis 
emerging country of Senegal 
The electoral process is very open 
with an estimated 1.5 million partic-
ipants in 1970. Although there are as 
many as 15 political parties, the 
Union Progressisste Senegalais party 
dominates the elections. 
The official language of Senegal is 
French, although native tongues are 
spoken among tribal peoples such as 
the Wolof. The capital city of Dakar 
is an acknowledged cultural center 
in Africa, blending the French and 
African cultures in a spirit of afflu-
ence and elitism. Many of its citi-
zens, who amount to one-eighth of 
Senegal's population, proudly con-
sider themselves to be authentic 
Frenchmen. 
Religion is a dominant force in 
every part of Senegalese life. Ninety 
percent of the nation's inhabitants 
adhere to the Muslim faith. Islam 
entered Senegal in the 11th century 
and gradually grew in power. Today 
there are four major brotherhoods 
in the country: the Layenne, Mou-
ride, Tijaniyya, and Qadiriyya. These 
brotherhoods hold a slightly differ-
ent doctrine f rom orthodox Islam. 
They include in their beliefs magic, 
reliance on clergy, and veneration of 
the marabouts. Marabouts are holy 
men who mediate between the com-
mon man and Allah. Because of 
their posit ion, they receive total 
obedience f r o m their zealous fol-
lowers. 
Marabouts gained much of their 
power in the colonial period when 
they cooperated with the French in 
establishing the peanut industry. The 
government rewarded areas which 
followed these marabouts with pub-
lic works contracts. The Layenne 
brotherhood also differs f rom tradi-
tional Islam by professing a belief in 
both Muhammed and Christ. The 
Muslim faith is seen today as one of 
the few refuges f rom the western 
values that exploited Senegal for 
centuries. 
A small percentage of the popula-
tion in rural areas practices animism 
(the belief in and worship of spirits in 
the natural world). A further small 
number of Senegalese have come to 
Christ as Savior and Lord. All of 
these religions can be practiced open-
ly because of the religious freedom 
provided by the government. 
The Wolof people are Muslims 
living mainly in the northwestern 
region. They comprise about one-
third of the population and are gen-
erally members of either the Tija-
niyya or Muridis brotherhoods. The 
Wolof have been described as a hos-
pitable people who put family and 
friends ahead of work. They usually 
live in small villages where they are 
involved in raising livestock and 
subsistence farming of vegetables 
and grains. 
The concerns of the people of 
Senegal are focused on their future. 
The land is currently in the midst of 
one of the worst droughts in world 
history. Alongside the direct impact 
it has made on the people, the 
drought has also destroyed the pea-
nut industry, which is the chief cash 
crop of the nation. 
Although completing a proposed 
dam in 1988 may save the peanut 
industry, it may cause other prob-
lems. The dam would change fishing 
conditions on the river, a present 
source of food for many people. 
Further, it may also bring in too 
much saltwater to be used properly 
for irrigation. The venture may also 
cause social upheaval, leaving many 
peasants as sharecroppers for large 
corporations. In the face of such 
problems, some people feel that it 
may be simpler to import food. 
Another problem facing Senegal 
is a weak economy built almost 
entirely on peanut exportation. Most 
major industries are involved in the 
peanut trade in some way. There-
fore, when the production of pea-
nuts is damaged by drought, the 
entire economy suffers. For the past 
several years, imports have been 
more than double exports. Diversi-
fication of the country's economic 
foundation has become a major goal 
for Senegal. 
Related to these difficulties is the 
growing movement toward the major 
towns in the west because of the 
drought and poor living conditions 
in the east. Over two-thirds of the 
population live in the cities and pea-
nut growing areas in a narrow sec-
tion of western Senegal. Medical 
care is limited in rural eastern vil-
lages. Although the major plagues 
that were widespread at the begin-
ning of this century have been de-
stroyed, the ratio of doctors in these 
rural areas is one for every 15,000 
inhabitants. The way to cope with 
this widespread migration westward 
has not yet been found. 
Senegal is a modern democracy in 
Africa attempting to deal with deep-
rooted and long-term problems. 
While there is concern for the future, 
the Senegalese people have hope 
that perseverance will bring them 
workable solutions and will build on 
the many good and strong qualities 
of the nation. Senegal is a challeng-
ing and waiting opportunity for Chris-
tian ministry. 
Jeffrey Garis, a junior at Messiah College, 
is doing an internship with Brethren in 
Christ Missions. 
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od at work in our world 
supermarket. 
After six months the attention-getting, 
starter activities will end, and then the 
people they have will work the quieter 
gathering in. There should still be a lot 
of follow-up to do, many new believers 
to take care of, and many families to 
help in bringing in others. The people 
themselves will be the main attraction to 
produce growth. 
From information we have, it appears 
that this project will begin about the 
middle of May. When Christians pray 
and work together, God does great 
things. By prayer, let us share in those 
great things. 
Ministry and appreciation 
Eleanor Poe—Nicaragua 
During the months December to 
February, Marshall's first Theological 
Education by Extension (TEE) class fin-
ished its first book and started the next, 
Church-planting challenge 
Fannie Longenecker 
How refreshing to learn of God's 
people working together to bring Christ 
to a nation. The Latin American Mis-
sion (LAM) has offered assistance in 
planting churches in Caracas, Venezu-
ela. And the Brethren in Christ Church 
has been selected as the first of five to 
benefit from the plan. The part of the 
city is San Juan, and the goal is: "To 
plant, in the space of six months, a con-
gregation of no less than 25 persons who 
are committed to the Lord Jesus Christ 
and to the group." To do this, LAM will 
fund a national evangelist to work with 
the pastor of the founding church. The 
pastor is Tim Giles, and the evangelist 
will be Omar Diaz. 
Omar Diaz is a Bible institute gradu-
ate who has had experience as an evan-
gelist in Venezuela, Costa Rica, and 
Puerto Rico. He recently started a church 
in his hometown outside Caracas. It 
seems it happened more from his preach-
ing and starting a Bible institute than 
from a desire to start a church. He is not 
interested in becoming a pastor, so he 
does the preaching and his wife does the 
"pastoral" work. 
Tim has proposed that the evangelist 
and the pastor divide the responsibili-
ties: "The evangelist will do the evange-
lism and the pastor will have the care of 
the new believers. In this way the evan-
gelist will use his gifts and the new 
believers will be forming good feelings 
for their pastor and their church." The 
evangelist would not be excluded from 
attending the Bible studies, but it would 
be clear that it was the pastor's responsi-
bility. This would also facilitate the 
transmission of teaching according to 
Brethren in Christ understanding of 
doctrine. The pastor will try to steer 
interested people into small groups— 
first of all discovery groups, and then 
discipleship groups. He sees this as 
essential to the spiritual development of 
new believers. 
Tim has found a rental facility about 
two blocks from where he is now work-
ing which they would be able to rent for 
their meeting place. It is about a half 
block from a main artery of the city 
where a subway is being constructed, 
and about a half block from a main 
while another class began in a new area. 
These classes include the local pastoral 
couples who are not studying in other 
programs. 
The December annual conference for 
all Brethren in Christ women elected a 
new executive committee for the next 
three years. I have been working with 
these 10 women as they get started in 
their programs of visiting, teaching, and 
encouraging the women of the church. 
Pastors from nearly all our churches 
in Nicaragua met in January for their 
annual assembly. Many of them spent 
time with Marshall, discussing their 
programs, and receiving books and other 
study materials. 
For Keith and Karen, January meant 
starting a totally new experience—teach-
ing Sunday school classes. Keith is 
teaching the youth at Bello Horizonte 
church, and Karen teaches the children. 
Krista is one of Keith's students who 
asks lots of questions. (Keith, Karen, 
and Krista are our children.) 
For the whole family, having five 
groups of visitors in recent months has 
been a positive experience. We enjoyed 
showing them some of the unique char-
acteristics of Nicaraguan life. They also 
The church's role in Southern 
The role of the church in Southern 
Africa should be understood in the light 
of the situation now prevailing in Zam-
bia, Zimbabwe, Lesotho, Malawi, and 
South Africa. 
In Zambia, the church holds the "bal-
ance of power." We have three Christian 
organizations whose voices have been, 
to a large extent, respected by the state. 
The Christian Council of Zambia in-
cludes 28 churches and agencies, 10 of 
which are church denominations, includ-
ing the Brethren in Christ. 
The second group is the Evangelical 
Fellowship of Zambia, with the mem-
bership of 12 churches. The third is the 
Zambia Episcopal Conference, com-
posed of the Zambian Catholics. 
The peace efforts in Zambia by the 
church have been conspicuous. Frequent-
ly, when major policy decisions have 
been made by the government, consulta-
tion with the church has preceded. When 
the reaction by the church has been 
sharply against a certain step, in many 
cases the decision has been deferred, 
reviewed, or abandoned altogether. 
The church does not keep its voice 
silent when it is time to speak. As a 
result, the President recently decreed 
that churches should form advisory 
committees whose terms of reference 
would be to help the government to 
reach the people and take their com-
plaints through the Prime Minister's 
office. This has been possible because 
the church has been honest and has 
given constructive criticism to the govern-
ment. The concern for peace has been 
proven genuine. 
The Brethren in Christ have gone 
further in their efforts in relief, educa-
tion, health, and other development 
programs, not to mention evangelism. 
This aspect of peace efforts has taken 
the same turn in Zimbabwe's Brethren 
in Christ churches. However, the church 
in general in Zimbabwe has taken a dif-
ferent attitude toward the state, which, it 
seems, goes it alone in its efforts for 
peace. 
Human rights have been violated by 
both sides of the political community. I 
am aware of peace efforts by some indi-
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saw the church at worship and learned 
to know some of the members. Each 
visitor contributed to us individually his 
or her love, time, and friendship—along 
with the chocolate and other goodies 
which they brought. We received wel-
come updates on the church in Zambia 
and Zimbabwe from Grace and Fred 
Holland; our good friend Fannie Lon-
genecker told us about Sikalongo in 
Zambia; Alvin and Thata Book shared 
their time between Enrique Palacios' 
family and ours, and told us about learn-
ing and living in Guatemala as they get 
ready for life in Venezuela; Mary and 
Sam Fisher and Gary Roberts gave us a 
glimpse of life in a California church-
planting situation; Roy and Dorothy 
Sider gave us support and understand-
ing as administrators, as well as a look at 
Brethren in Christ missions in other 
areas of the world. After these visits, we 
feel cared for and personally enriched. 
Teaching pastors and learning from 
them, working with the women, listen-
ing and sharing, meeting people at the 
door and on the road, cooperating in the 
program of the church—these are some 
of our privileges. And another great 
privilege is enjoying our three teenagers. 
As we hear Keith talk about college and 
future plans, we realize these years of 
having our children at home are going 
very rapidly. 
How we appreciate the assurances of 
prayer that come with your cards and 
letters! You are an important part of 
what God is doing here. 
Neighbors spread our 
witness 
Mike Holland— Venezuela 
I try to be open with my faith. The 
caretaker of our building, Consuelo, 
was standing nervously at the door one 
evening as I returned from jogging at 
9:30. She asked me if I wasn't afraid, 
being out alone, and told me to be care-
ful. I told her I had nothing to be afraid 
of, and why. Then I asked her why she 
looked so anxious. She told me that a 
man had been hanging around near the 
entrance to the building, and that he had 
left just as a friend of hers had left. She 
was worried that he had followed her 
friend to attack and rob her. I told her 
that I thought we ought to pray about 
this situation, if she didn't mind. We 
prayed and she thanked me. The Lord 
The street where Mike jogs and prays 
gave me the assurance to tell Consuelo 
that I believed her friend was fine and 
would arrive home safely. 
I saw the friend just this evening and 
asked her about it. She said she hadn't 
even seen the man on her way home. 
Then she warmly thanked me for pray-
ing for her. I had not mentioned that I 
had prayed for her. Isn't it nice to have 
our neighbors spreading our witness for 
us! She went on to ask me to pray for her 
more often, since she thinks she needs 
more prayer than most people. I assured 
her I would. I didn't tell her that you will 
pray for her too, but I'm sure she won't 
mind. • 
Africa by Philip Mudenda 
vidual churches, but a body that is 
representative of many denominations, 
namely, Zimbabwe Christian Council, 
has remained silent in the midst of 
human rights violations. 
Malawi is no exception. Murder, dis-
appearances, mistrust, fears, and a host 
of other matters need to be brought to 
light by the torchbearer, the church. 
Lesotho is in the same category. 
Southern Africa 
The most complicated case is the one 
found in South Africa, where three 
bands of churches can be identified: 
1) The Apartheid church. This is the 
Dutch Reformed Church, which unflinch-
ingly supports the government policy of 
Apartheid with all the scriptural back-
ing it can find. 
2) The non-political churches. These 
are the evangelical churches such as 
Baptists, Pentecostals, and other char-
ismatic groups where emphasis is per-
sonal salvation, while issues of social 
justice are judged to be political matters 
falling outside the scope of the church 
responsibility. 
3) The anti-Apartheid churches. These 
are comprised of the Catholic Church 
and member churches of the South 
African Council of Churches. Over the 
years these churches have taken a stand 
that is clear on issues which affect the 
people in their struggle for justice. 
The issue throughout South Africa 
has not been militarization in a physical 
sense, but one of raising people's con-
sciousness as to the realities of life and to 
the fact that the way of peace is sacrificial. 
The church in this region should 
extend its services beyond regional 
boundaries. It is important to note that 
a lot of the region's problems are im-
ported material from developed coun-
tries into developing ones. Imported 
ideologies, economic systems, trade pat-
terns, and so forth have left the common 
man unprotected. 
Therefore, the question of peace is an 
international issue, which cannot be 
brought about only by peoples of the 
affected areas or countries, but by the 
international neighborhood. 
Coups have taken place in Africa 
because churches in developed countries 
have joined political governments to 
protect ideologies at the expense of 
God's creation. 
Christianity need not be protected, 
but lived. That is all there is. If the 
church will tell the world this message, 
peace in Southern Africa will come; 
otherwise, the judgment which will come 
upon the church for her wrong emphasis 
will be unbearable. 
Philip Mudenda is a member of the 
Brethren in Christ Church in Zambia. He is 
also a member of the International Menno-
nite Peace Committee. 
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Share in a 
prayer ministry 
for Conference 
by John and Barbara Day 
The following is a true story told 
by a pastor f rom another denomina-
tion: 
My denomination, like the 
Brethren in Christ, has often 
struggled with the pressure of 
concluding our General Con-
ference on schedule without 
"pushing through" business 
which warranted careful atten-
tion. At our last General Con-
ference, we tried a different 
approach to an agenda that 
was characteristically long. Be-
sides the usual daily devotional 
openings and theme sermons, 
the entire first day was devoted 
to prayer. An interesting thing 
happened. The last day was 
suspended because we had suc-
cessfully worked through all 
the business by the end of the 
previous day. 
Was this mere coincidence? We 
think not. We see it as a vivid exam-
ple of the way that God works— 
through the power of his Holy Spirit, 
in response to fervent, united prayer. 
And that brings us to the reason for 
the story and this article. 
We want to encourage you to 
share in a prayer ministry for the 
1986 General Conference. Those who 
arrive and register in time to do so, 
are invited to join us for prayer, 9:00 
a.m. to noon, on Saturday, July 5. 
The morning will be planned so that 
all participants can be meaningfully 
involved, regardless of when they 
can come or must leave. Our pur-
pose will be the preparation of our 
hearts so that we may hear f rom the 
14 
Lord and discern his will in unity. 
Also, we will be upholding the con-
ference leadership, theme speakers, 
and all aspects of our experience 
together. 
Another avenue of prayer will be 
two "Concerts of Prayer" held on 
Sunday and Tuesday evenings, f rom 
the conclusion of the conference ses-
sion until midnight. God has worked 
powerfully through the Concerts of 
Prayer program in a variety of set-
tings, including Messiah College. 
The basic purpose is the uniting of 
Christians (in concert) to pray for 
those things most on God's heart. 
The primary focus is on two major 
concerns: (1) Christ's fullness to be 
revealed in his church for her em-
powerment to accomplish the task 
that is before her; and (2) the fulfill-
ment of God 's saving purposes 
among the nations through an awak-
ened, committed church. This empha-
sis correlates perfectly with our bi-
ennial theme, "Energized to Evan-
gelize." 
Other opportunities for corporate 
and private prayer will be provided 
daily. Complete details of the prayer 
program will be available with your 
registration materials. 
We ask that you join us in believ-
ing God for a definite moving of his 
Holy Spirit. Without his interven-
tion, "Energized to Evangelize" can 
easily degenerate into an effort of the 
flesh. We trust that you will be in 
regular prayer for the conference as 
it approaches. If you will be attend-
ing General Conference, may we 
also count on your prayer participa-
tion Saturday, July 5, and each day 
while we are together! If you cannot 
attend, take note of these special 
prayer sessions and join us in spirit 
wherever you are. 
Barbara and John Day will serve as Gen-




Rev. John Hawbaker, pastor of the 
Manor Brethren in Christ congregation, 
will bring the 1986 General Conference 
sermon on Sunday evening, July 6. In 
what traditionally has served as the 
Conference "keynote address," Rev. Haw-
baker will speak on the topic, "The 
Glory and the Power." 
The theme for the 1986 Conference, 
"Energized to Evangelize," will be ex-
plored in the four weekday morning 
theme sermons. Monday Grace Hol-
land will speak on the subject "All Peo-
ple." Herb Anderson addresses the com-
mand "Make Disciples" on Tuesday. 
"Going, Teaching, Baptizing" is the topic 
of Wednesday's sermon by Dale Shaw. 
And Walter Winger speaks Thursday 
on the topic "I will be with you always." 
A word about the speakers 
Rev. John A. Hawbaker is from 
Chambersburg, Pa. He graduated from 
Messiah College, 
Grantham, Pa., in 
1965, and received 
his theological edu-
cation at Asbury 
Theological Semi-
nary, Wilmore, 
Ky. From 1968 to 
1974 he served as 
pastor of the Zion Brethren in Christ 
Church in Abilene, Ks. He assumed the 
pastorate of the Manor church near 
Columbia, Pa., in 1974. He is also direc-
tor of Roxbury Holiness Camp, a camp 
sponsored by the Brethren in Christ 
near Shippensburg, Pa. Rev. and Mrs. 
Hawbaker have two daughters. 
Grace S. Holland first sought the 
Lord at age 4 at a General Conference 
children's meeting, and at 9 began think-
ing of mis-sionary work. After her mar-
riage to Fred in 1955, they entered ser-
vice in Zimbabwe where they remained 
until 1968, followed by ministry in 
Zambia until 1974. Active in Bible insti-
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sion, she has edited 
32 s e l f - s t u d y 
books. From 1981-
1985, Grace and 
Fred worked in 
Africa in urban church growth leader-
ship training. The Hollands now reside 
in Ashland, Ohio. They have four sons. 
Rev. Herb C. Anderson is senior pas-
tor of the Brethren in Christ Church in 





p a s t o r of the 
Prince Albert , 
Sask., congrega-
tion, 1977-1980; 
Board of Stewardship and Finance, 
Canadian Conference, 1977-1979; Pacif-
ic Conference Board for Evangelism 
and Church Planting, 1981 to the pres-
ent; General Conference Program Com-
mittee, present chairman. Herb received 
the M.A. degree in religion from Azusa 
Pacific University, Calif., and was teach-
ing assistant to the Dean of the School 
of Theology. He has traveled to 14 coun-
tries, and accompanied Lou Cober in 
late 1984 on an extended mission trip. 
Herb and his wife Ruth have two 
children. 
Rev. R. Dale Shaw was born and 
educated in Canada. His father was a 
feed mill owner, 
his mother an or-
dained minister in 
the Pilgrim Holi-
ness Church. Dale 
and his wife Ann 
Marie have two 
sons. He pastored 
the Stayner and 
New Life churches in Ontario before 
being named executive director of the 
new Evangelism and Church Planting in 
1984. Dale is a licensed auctioneer. 
continued on page 16 
"Sentence of Honour" Performance Update 
Working together 
by John Mowat 
Six nervous people regarded each 
other around the table, each wonder-
ing what the first rehearsal would be 
like. One or two were confident of their 
abilities and only awaited the oppor-
tunity to show what they could do. A 
couple were a bit skeptical. What were 
they going to be required to do? Could 
they remember those lines so painstak-
enly memorized? The rest of us simply 
weren't sure what was going to happen. 
I found myself in the latter category. 
How was a group with such a wide 
variety of age and experience going to 
come together? How would I relate to 
a former Niagara Christian College 
(NCC) student, now out on his own? 
How was I to direct an NCC board 
member? We bowed our heads and 
committed the first rehearsal to the 
Lord. 
This was actually the second time we 
had met. The week prior to this rehears-
al, the whole cast had met to get to 
know each other, bring up questions 
we might have and discuss the charac-
ters and script. We all had been set at 
ease when the former NCC board 
chairman told us to call him Al. From 
that point on, the tone of the evening 
was of cooperation and creative give-
and-take as we discussed ideas for set 
design, character development, moti-
vations, and blocking. 
It soon became obvious that each 
person was indeed committed to and 
excited about the play itself and his or 
her own role in it. Ideas were specific, 
constructive and clearly showed that 
each person had done serious thinking 
about his or her character and dialogue. 
E. J. Swalm will be played by two 
individuals, the younger E. J. por-
trayed by Christopher McNiven while 
Dan Keefer takes the role of E. J. as a 
young man. E. J.'s mother and step-
mother will be ably portrayed by 
Catharine Machnic and Linda Wilkie, 
while Gord Gooderham plays the role 
of his father, Isaac. The remarkable 
talents of NCC student Erica Mercer 
will be brought to the role of E. J.'s 
sister, Pearl. With these individuals 
and others equally able and commit-
ted, we expect that "Sentence of 
Honour" will not only portray a por-
tion of the life of the beloved Bishop 
Swalm but will challenge us all to live 
our lives as fruitful servants of God. 
With the script completed and cast 
and crew personnel in place, we are 
confident that the Lord's hand has 
guided us through every step of the 
process. The affirmation we received 
from conference people and relatives 
of Bishop Swalm, as well as E. J. him-
self, has been a great encouragement to 
push on with the project. Jennifer 
Tysoe's willingness to act as produc-
tion manager, bringing her training 
and expertise to the drama, and the 
opportunity to co-direct with Vivian 
Pengelly have brought a wide variety 
of talent and background to the pro-
duction of the play. We anticipate 
learning a great deal from each other 
and about each other as we are privi-
leged to work together. The Lord has 
indeed brought together a remarkable 
group of Christian actors, actresses 
and crew. 
Finally, without the support of the 
Board for Brotherhood Concerns, their 
commitment to this drama, and their 
unflagging confidence in all of us, the 
project would not be taking place at 
all. My gratitude is extended to all the 
members of this board for their hours 
of work in editing and decision-making 
over the many months of planning. In 
particular, Darrel Brubaker has been a 
source of constant encouragement with 
his patient concern for both people 
and details and his prayer support 
through the many weeks of prepara-
tion. 
We look forward to the coming 
weeks of rehearsals together and the 
culmination at 3:00 p.m. Sunday after-
noon, July 6, at the General Confer-
ence of the Brethren in Christ Church. 
We trust that each will be inspired by 
the depiction of a segment of Bishop 
Swalm's life and by the work of the 
actors to produce an excellent drama. 
What better way to spend the Sunday 
afternoon of Conference. See you 
there. 
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Rev. Walter O. Winger acquired his 
masters degree in the science of educa-
tion in 1972 from Temple University, 
Philadelphia, Pa., and his doctor's de-
gree in ministry in 
1976 from Eastern 
Baptist Theologi-
cal Semina ry , 
Philadelphia. He 
pastored the Port 
Colborne, Ont., 
congregation from ^ ^ ^ 
its inception in . . ^ • P * 
1956 to 1967. Subsequent pastorates 
include Carlisle, Pa., 1967-1979; Sherk-
ston, Ont., 1979-1983; and Browncroft 
Community Church, Rochester, New 
York, 1983 to the present. He has served 
two terms on the Board of Trustees of 
Niagara Christian College, and was 
president of the college from 1979-1983. 
He currently is a member of the Board 
for Congregational Life. Walter and his 
wife Lois have three children. 
Recommended reading 
Several speakers have suggested read-
ings for those persons interested in 
researching the sermon topics prior to 
Conference. 
Sunday's Conference Sermon, "The 
Glory and the Power" (Matthew 28:17-
18). Juan Carlos Ortiz, Disciple (Crea-
tion House, 1975). Chapters 1, 2, and 3. 
These chapters relate to the power and 
authority of Christ in that Ortiz explores 
what it means to call Jesus Lord and 
make him the highest authority in our 
lives. He warns about substituting a 
man-centered gospel for the Christ-
centered gospel of the kingdom. While 
you may not agree with all of Ortiz's 
points, you will be challenged to give 
yourself fully to the work of extending 
the kingdom of God. 
Monday's Theme Sermon, "All Peo-
ple" (Matthew 28:19a). Sam Wilson and 
Gordon Aeschliman, The Hidden Half, 
Discovering the World of Unreached 
Peoples (MARC, World Vision Inter-
national, 919 W. Huntington Dr., Mon-
rovia, Calif. 91016). Read "The Hidden 
Half to get a fresh understanding of 
what Jesus meant when he said "all peo-
ple." Look for a new sensitivity to the 
comprehensiveness of the task of evan-
gelism. 
Wednesday's Theme Sermon, "Going, 
Teaching, Baptizing" (Matthew 28:19-
20). Glenn C. Smith, editor, Evangeliz-
ing Adults (Tyndale). This book pro-
vides a background of how evangelism 
is accomplished. Reading the book will 
help us to know how today's methods 
must be different from those used in the 
past. Evangelizing Adults tells where 
evangelism is happening and how we 
can become accomplished in this most 
important ministry. 
Thursday's Theme Sermon, "I Will 
Be with You Always" (Matthew 28:20). 
Henri J. M. Nouwen, The Wounded 
Healer (Doubleday and Co., Inc., Garden 
City, N.Y.). What does it mean to be a 
minister in contemporary society? This 
question has been raised during the last 
few years by many men and women who 
want to be of service, but find the famil-
iar ways crumbling. Noting that modern 
man is above all a suffering man, 
Nouwen explains why the minister of 
today can only help others deal with 
The Board for Congregational Life announces 
Children's Activities 
"Sharing Jesus with our friends" 
at 
General Conference, July 5-10, 1986 
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario 
• Total child care for children 0-11 years during all 
sessions of Conference. 
• Creative learning, Bible discovery, music, and recrea-
tional activities. 
• Special "missions" focus each evening—meet our 
missionaries, and "get a taste" of a new country. 
• No registration fee. (A slight charge of $5.00 Cana-
dian for off-campus trips such as swimming.) 
• Children should bring bathing suits, enthusiasm, 
imaginations, curiosity, and creativity! 
• Director: Pauline M. Cober 
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these problems if he is willing to go 
beyond his professional role and leave 
himself open as a fellow human being 
with his own wounds and suffering. 
Ruben Welch, We Really Do Need 
Each Other (Zondervan Publishing 
House, Grand Rapids, Mich.). This is a 
deeply challenging book that deals with 
the fellowship of those who walk in the 
light of God as revealed in Jesus Christ. 
Chaplain Welch explores the role of 
God's love, light, and life and their 
meaning for us as we walk in the com-
munity of believers. Using background 
Scripture from 1 John and prayers from 
his heart, the author gives the book the 
feel of a one-to-one encounter on per-
sonal devotion and service. 
Ronald J. Sider one of speakers 
at bicentennial services July 6 
Ron Sider and Walter Klaassen have 
been confirmed as featured speakers for 
Bicentennial Sunday services on July 6 
at the Kitchener (Ont.) Memorial Audi-
torium. The services at 10:00 a.m. and 
2:00 p.m. are considered a climax in 
celebrations of Mennonite Bicentennial, 
the 200th anniversary of the first arrival 
of Mennonites in Canada. 
A capacity crowd of up to 8,000 peo-
ple is anticipated, reminiscent of the 
1962 Mennonite World Conference at 
the same place. Delegates and guests of 
the Conference of Mennonites in Can-
ada, the Mennonite Brethren Confer-
ence, the General Conference of Breth-
ren in Christ, and the Evangelical Men-
nonite Mission Conference, all of whom 
are meeting in the area, will be joined by 
hundreds of Mennonites from Ontario 
and visitors from the United States on 
Bicentennial Sunday. The morning ser-
vice is for families (with nursery services 
provided for pre-schoolers) while sepa-
rate programs are planned for the after-
noon for youth, children and adults. 
Sider, a native of Ontario and raised 
in a Brethren in Christ community near 
Kitchener, is well known in worldwide 
Mennonite circles and beyond as a 
peace proponent and an evangelical. 
Klaassen, from Dutch Mennonite roots, 
is a professor at Conrad Grebel College, 
an expert in Mennonite and Reforma-
tion history, an author and preacher. 
The morning service will also feature 
the premiere performance of "Parables 
of the Kingdom," a new choral work by 
Waterloo composer Len Enns which 
was commissioned by the Bicentennial 
Commission. 
Other major Bicentennial events in-
clude a music and arts festival at Rock-
way Mennonite Collegiate and an aca-
demic conference on Mennonite self-
understanding at Conrad Grebel College 
in May; a hymn festival of grand pro-
portions in June; a month-long art 
exhibit featuring the work of 25 Men-
nonite artists from across Canada; the 
unveiling of a specially commissioned 
memorial at Vineland and concert per-
formances of Benjamin Britten's War 
Requiem in July; and a major weekend 
festival at Toronto's Harbourfront in 
August. 
Two books commissioned by the Bi-
centennial Commission are now in the 
hands of publishers and scheduled for 
release this year. Sam Steiner has writ-
ten a biography of Jacob Y. Shantz, a 
major figure in Canadian Mennonite 
history. Maurice Martin, with literary 
editor Miriam Maust and designer Glenn 
Fretz, has produced a portrait of Ontar-
io, a coffee table book of photos and 
essays. 
Two special Bicentennial quilts have 
been completed as gifts to the Canadian 
public, banners are being created, and a 
drama troup is being organized to tour 
Ontario churches beginning in May. 
Bicentennial organizers are attempt-
ing to help portray a broader, more con-
temporary view of the Mennonite faith 
family than the narrowly focused cultur-
al picture popular with the public press. 
— Feme Burkhardt 
JUNE 
Day Book & Chapter 
s • 1 Epheslans 4:1-6 
M • 2 Philipplans 2:1-4; 5-11 
John 2:13-17; 8:12-14 T • 3 
W • 4 
2. 
Colossians 2:13-19 
Humility before God 
T • 5 
3. 
Mlcah 6:6-8 
Humility before people 
F • 6 Matthew 6:1-4 
S • 7 Luke 14:7-14 
S a 8 Qalatlans 5:19-26 
M • 9 2 Kings 5:1-16 
E. Learning from Others 
1. Receiving instruction 
T • 10 Proverbs 1:1-7 
W • 11 Philipplans 4:8-14 
T • 12 Acts 17:1-11 
F • 13 Matthew 10:11-15 
S • 14 Proverbs 24:30-34 
S 
2. Receiving reproof • 15 Proverbs 15:31-33 
M D 16 
3. 
1 Peter 2:18-25 
Avoiding false teachers 
T • 17 2 Peter 2:1-11 
W D 18 2 Pater 2:12-22 
T • 19 Matthew 7:15-20 
F • 20 1 John 3:24-4:6 
IV. Submitting 
A. Authority 
1. Sovereignty of God 
S • 21 Colossians 1:9-18 
S • 22 Exodus 3:13-20 
M • 23 Isaiah 45:5-13 
T • 24 Romans 9:14-21 
W • 25 Isaiah 55:6-11 
T • 26 Jeremiah 23:23-29 
F • 27 Hebrews 4:11-13 
S • 28 Acts 4:23-31 
s • 2. 29 Authority of people Psalm 75:1-7 
M • 30 John 19:5-11 
JULY 
Day Book & Chapter 
T • 1 Acts 5:22-29 
B. Responsibility of Authority 
1. Character traits for leaders 
W • 2 2 Samuel 23:3,4 
T • 3 Proverbs 12:24; 17:7; 24:23; 
23:16; 29:12 
F • 4 Deuteronomy 17:14-20 
S • 5 2 Corinthians 3:4-6 
S • 2. 6 Responsibility to followers 2 Chronicles 19:4-7 
M • 7 Ezeklel 34:1-10 
T • 8 John 10:11-15 
W • 9 Matthew 20:25-28 
T • 10 
3. 
1 Thessalonians 2:3-12 
Desire for authority 
F • 11 Matthew 23:2-12 
S a 12 James 3:1-7 
This informative outline on interpersonal relation-
ships and all Scripture references are taken from the 
Love One Another Bible study; OChurches Alive, 
1978. used by permission. 
If you find these readings helpful, we recommend 
the seven-book study series, suited for individual 
and/or group study For a free brochure, contact. 
Churches Alive International 
Box 3800, San Bernardino, CA 92413 
i » » » i tmminnwim 
PO BOX n WHEATON. ILLINOIS 80189 
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"Liberation" theme for 
'86 NAE convention 
Attenders of the 44th annual conven-
tion of the National Association of 
Evangelicals, March 4-6 in Kansas City, 
Mo., were challenged to "Go . . . Lib-
erate!" Speakers addressed the issue of 
spiritual freedom (based on John 8:32), 
while reminding convention goers of 
evangelicals' responsibility to minister 
also to the physical needs of a suffering 
world. 
Approximately a dozen Brethren in 
Christ attended the convention. Dr. 
Samuel Brubaker, Arcanum, Ohio, was 
named to the NAE Board of Adminis-
tration, joining three other Brethren in 
Christ members: R. Donald Shafer, 
Arthur M. Climenhaga, and Samuel 
Wolgemuth. 
David M. Howard, general director 
of the World Evangelical Fellowship, 
grabbed the hearts of those attending 
the World Relief luncheon by opening 
his speech with 15 seconds of silence. 
"During the last 15 seconds," said How-
ard, "seven people died of hunger. . . . 
The only hope is to accept the facts. 
People are dying. Now, what are we 
going to do?' 
"All other liberations are a mirage 
unless there is first spiritual liberation," 
declared evangelist Luis Palau in his 
plenary address to a standing-room-
only crowd. At the onset, Palau ex-
pressed concern with the convention 
theme. "I wish it would be expanded to 
'Go . . . Liberate, biblically!' or 'Go 
. . . Liberate and make New Testa-
ment Christians!' Alone, the theme is 
dangerous; it means revolution. We 
must first point to Scripture. . . . Let 
us not forget the primary mission of 
Jesus was spiritual liberation. We must 
be careful not to politicize the gospel." 
Other highlights of the convention 
included presentation of the 1986 NAE 
Layperson of the Year Award to indus-
trialist R. Stanley Tam, who has com-
mitted the entire profits from his various 
corporations to God; a greeting from 
Missouri Governor John Ashcroft, say-
ing, "A special greeting is saved for 
relatives—our brothers and sisters in 
Christ"; and Myron Augsburger's warn-
ing to Christians to be "aware of the 
world, but immersed in the Word." 
NAE President Robert Mclntyre, com-
pleting his two-year term, used the met-
aphor of marriage to describe the asso-
ciation's 44-year-history. He answered 
"no" to the question, "Is NAE suffering 
mid-life crisis?' Though "flirtatious ges-
tures" now and then have suggested oth-
erwise, Mclntyre declared that NAE's 
unwavering commitment to its State-
ment of Faith remains vibrant. Presi-
dent-elect Ray Hughes concluded, "I am 
of the opinion that evangelicalism will 
not only survive, but thrive, provided 
our priorities are vigorously main-
tained"—evangelism, a sensitivity to 
social concerns, a working morality for 
dealing with issues, and a greater sense 
of unity. In other business, delegates 
unanimously approved resolutions on 
hunger and poverty, Christian higher 
education, and apartheid, as well as a 
position paper on spiritual freedom. 
Educating evangelicals about libera-
tion theology was the major accom-
plishment of a Point/Counterpoint dis-
cussion on March 6. Explaining the 
doctrine of sin, George Pixley, Ameri-
can proponent of liberation theology, 
argued, "Sin manifests itself in struc-
tures that keep the poor impoverished," 
Redemption, then, comes through "the 
patient struggle of people who believe in 
a new heaven and a new earth." Theolo-
gian Emilio Nunez from Guatemala 
countered, "Liberation theologians see 
the people of God as the poor, not the 
company of reborn. [But] people are 
saved . . . through personal faith in 
Jesus Christ." 
The convention closed with a banquet 
which featured a Washington Report 
from Robert P. Dugan, Jr., director of 
NAE's Office of Public Affairs; special 
music by Grammy Award winner Sandi 
Patti; and keynote address by the Honor-
able Donald Hodel, Secretary of the 
U.S. Department of the Interior. 
(Resolutions will appear in the July issue.) 
Excerpts from NAE's Pc 
Spiritual freedom begins with the 
recognition that humanity has no 
power to liberate itself. Liberation 
must come from outside. Our Libera-
tor is Jesus Christ, the eternal Son 
who lives forever. The divine Libera-
tor speaks the true Word of God. 
That authoritative and sufficient 
Word of God, the truth revealed in 
the Bible, leads out of bondage to the 
freedom that God intends for His 
creatures. "You will know the truth 
and the truth will set you free" (John 
8:32, NIV). 
Faith in the Liberator provides 
redemption and freedom from sin's 
dominion, guilt and judgment, re-
storing us to the condition God in-
tended from the beginning. . . . 
. . . Though liberation is funda-
mentally spiritual and personal, it is 
also cultural. God's righteousness will 
be vindicated in the final coming of 
His Kingdom. . . . 
In the meantime, God's rule is not 
an abeyance. He curbs rebellion by 
partial judgment. Above all, He calls 
upon His church to speak out against 
slavery—spiritual, social, economic— 
whether that slavery is due to per-
sonal sins, the sins of others, or mate-
rialistic social structures. Our procla-
mation of the Gospel though primari-
ly personal and spiritual is also the 
tion Paper 
proclamation of the rights of God in 
the social, political and cultural sys-
tems of our day. . . . 
Our duty until the Lord comes 
again is clear. By the grace of God 
and for the glory of His Kingdom, we 
must Go . . . Liberate; 
. . . Calling on all Christians to pro-
claim faithfully the powerful message 
of personal salvation to those who 
are enslaved by the shackles of sin. 
With renewed determination, evan-
gelicals must evangelize those who 
are liable to the judgment of God. 
. . . Calling on all who proclaim 
this prophetic message to minister to 
the suffering, the oppressed, the poor 
and the hungry. The message of 
repentance and faith in Jesus Christ 
is not to be isolated from the cup of 
cold water given in Jesus' name. 
. . . Calling upon all governments 
guilty of religious, racial and eco-
nomic oppression to turn from such 
evils and to restablish civil freedoms 
for all their citizens. We call upon our 
own government to press vigorously 
for human rights, particularly for 
religious liberty in all nations. 
. . . Calling on all Christians to mani-
fest a special concern for brothers 
and sisters in Christ living where 
freedom to evangelize and educate is 
prohibited and to pray faithfully for 
them. 
18 Evangelical Visitor 
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New general manager for 
Christian Light Bookstores 
S. Lane Hostetter, who has served the 
last six years as director of development 
and public relations for Messiah Village, 
has accepted the position of general 
manager of Christian Light Bookstores. 
He assumed his new duties May 1. 
In making the announcement, Ira 
Eyster, acting executive director of the 
Board for Media Ministries, noted that 
Lane will have his office in the office 
building recently purchased by the Jacob 
Engle Foundation, located at 850 Wes-
ley Drive, Mechanicsburg, Pa. The mail-
ing address is P.O. Box 655, Mechan-
icsburg, PA 17055-0655; the telephone 
is (717) 697-2634. 
Lane's experience with bookstores 
dates back to his association with the 
Nappanee, Indiana, Christian Light 
Bookstore in 1953. Since then, he has 
held various sales and managerial posi-
tions for bookstores and publishing 
houses, including owning bookstores in 
York and Williamsport, Pa., which are 
now part of the Christian Light chain. 
He has also given pastoral leadership in 
six congregations. 
Lane replaces Elwyn Hock, who until 
his resignation Feb. 1, 1986, was execu-
tive director of the Board for Media 
Ministries and general manager of Chris-
tian Light Bookstores. Ira Eyster, as-
sistant chairman of the board, is serving 
as acting executive director until a re-
placement is named and assumes office. 
Ira continues in his primary denomina-
tional assignment as executive director 
of planned giving. 
Carlisle to host 
Central Pennsylvania 
Church Growth Seminar 
The Carlisle Brethren in Christ Church 
will be the site of a Central Pennsylvania 
church growth seminar on August 22. 
Featured speaker for the seminar, which 
runs from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., will be 
Dr. Win Arn, executive director of the 
Institute for Church Growth, Pasadena, 
Calif. The seminar is sponsored by the 
Allegheny Conference of the Brethren in 
Christ Church. 
Dr. Arn is a leading authority on 
church growth principles. He conducts 
seminars and training sessions through-
out the United States. He has also pro-
duced eight films depicting various 
aspects of growing the church, training 
lay witness, sharing faith, and reaching 
the community. 
Dr. Arn's research studies have been 
highlighted in Time, Newsweek, and the 
Associated Press. He has authored or 
co-authored such books as How to 
Grow a Church, Back to Basics in 
Church Growth, and The Master's Plan 
for Making Disciples. 
Devon Bontrager, church developer 
for the Allegheny Conference, is direc-
tor of the seminar, and indicates that 
representatives from more than 100 cen-
tral Pennsylvania churches are expected 
to attend. The address of the Carlisle 
church is 1155 Walnut Bottom Road, 
Carlisle. For more information, write 
to Devon Bontrager, P.O. Box 921, 
Waynesboro, PA 17268. 
Eber Dourte to share 
in three-week Central 
America study tour 
Ten North American church leaders 
from Brethren in Christ and Mennonite 
churches will participate in a three-week 
study tour in Central America from 
June 2 to 20. Eber Dourte, executive 
director of the Board for Brotherhood 
Concerns, will represent the Brethren in 
Christ. 
"We are committed to an open and 
honest look at a variety of viewpoints. 
continued on page 20 
Record attendance at CHA convention 
The Christian Holiness Association 
welcomed a record high registration at 
its 118th annual convention held in 
Columbus, Ohio, April 22-24, 1986. 
Keynoting the theme, "Holiness: An 
Expanding Influence," Dr. Paul Tanner, 
executive secretary of the Church of 
God, Anderson, Ind., exhorted conven-
tion attenders to become active in fight-
ing the moral decay found in govern-
ment, schools, and neighborhoods. In 
the closing address of the Convention, 
Dr. Thomas H. Hermiz argued that 
because of C.H.A. related institutions 
outside of the U.S. such as hospitals, 
Bible schools and seminaries, the holi-
ness constituency is now as great or 
greater abroad than in America. 
About two dozen Brethren in Christ 
attended the convention. 
C.H.A. gave its annual Holiness 
Exponent of the Year Award to Dr. 
Delbert R. Rose. Dr. Rose has served as 
Dean for two C.H.A. seminaries: West-
ern Evangelical Seminary and Wesley 
Biblical Seminary. Recipient of this 
year's Distinguished Service Award was 
Dr. Ernest Steury, a founding mission-
ary of Ten we k Hospital in Kenya, Africa. 
Rev. Robert F. Andrews, a bishop in 
the Free Methodist Church, succeeds 
Rev. Robert H. Kline as president of the 
Christian Holiness Association. The 
Board of Administration appointed Dr. 
B. Edgar Johnson, general secretary of 
the Church of the Nazarene, as the new 
executive director. Dr. Johnson will 
assume duties when Dr. Darius Salter 
relinquishes the office on August 31st. 
The 1987 Convention will be held 
March 31-April 2 at the Hershey Resort 
and Convention Center, Hershey, Pa. 
Dr. Earle A. Wilson, a general superin-
tendent of the Wesleyan Church, will 
serve as program chairperson. For more 
information, contact the Christian Holi-
ness Association, P.O. Box 68289, Port-
land, OR 97268, or phone 503-654-6707. 
* 'j*f3H 
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Central America tour . . . 
We want to seek together the truth God 
has for us in Central America," says 
Rich Sider, Mennonite Central Com-
mittee secretary for Central America. 
Despite the confusion over issues in 
the region, Sider says that the human 
suffering there calls for understanding 
and action by North American Chris-
tians to help bring about peace. 
Participants in the MCC-sponsored 
tour will visit El Salvador, Nicaragua 
and Honduras to talk with local and 
North American church workers and 
others in the region. J. R. Burkholder of 
Goshen, Ind., and Joetta Handrich 
Schlabach, MCC worker in Honduras, 
will lead the tour. 
Participants in the tour plan to speak 
about their trip in local churches after 
their return. "We encourage local con-
gregations to make plans now to invite 
tour participants to report on the tour. 
Interested groups may make arrange-
ments with participants or through the 
MCC Central America Desk," says 
Sider. 
Timothy Herr Ordained 
Timothy L. Herr, pastor of Pleasant 
Hill Brethren in Christ Church, Pleas-
ant Hill, Ohio, was ordained for minis-
try in the church where he ministers on 
Sunday, March 2, 1986. Rev. Herr was 
accompanied by his wife Linda as Owen 
Alderfer, bishop of the Central Confer-
ence, directed the service and conducted 
the rite of ordination. Dr. R. Donald 
Shafer, general secretary of the denomi-
nation, preached the ordination sermon 
for the occasion and presented the charge 
to the newly ordained minister. 
Tim and Linda Herr are both natives 
of central Pennsylvania where Tim lived 
near and attended the Pequea Brethren 
in Christ Church. The couple met at 
Grace Theological Seminary, Winona 
Lake, Indiana, where Tim completed 
20 
the Master of Divinity degree and Linda 
completed her college program. They 
came to the Pleasant Hill congregation 
upon graduation from the Indiana 
schools and have been serving here for 
more than six years. They have two 
children, Philip, three years, and April 
Joy, seven months. 
M. Scott Miles Ordination 
Pastor M. Scott Miles was ordained 
in the ministry April 20, 1986, at the 
Abilene Brethren in Christ Church. Pas-
tor Miles came to the Brethren in Christ 
Church from the Missionary Church in 
1982. While with the Missionary Church, 
he served several churches as youth pas-
tor, and associate pastor in charge of 
Christian education. His first service 
with the Brethren in Christ was at the 
Lancaster (Pa.) Brethren in Christ 
Church. His responsibilities with the 
Lancaster congregation were as asso-
ciate pastor in charge of leadership 
development ministries. 
Pastor Miles received his Bachelor of 
Arts degree from Bethel College, Misha-
waka, Ind., a small four-year liberal arts 
college affiliated with the Missionary 
Church. From there he pursued his 
Master of Arts in Theology, with major 
concentration in Educational Ministries, 
at Fuller Theological Seminary, Pasa-
dena, Calif. 
The service of ordination was offi-
ciated by Bishop Glenn Ginder of the 
Midwest Conference. Rev. Don Taylor, 
Western District superintendent of the 
Missionary Church, delivered the ordi-
nation message. Rev. David Mann, edu-
cational ministries director for the Mis-
sionary Church, also assisted in the 
service, and closed the service of ordina-
tion with a personal charge. Also giving 
a personal charge via cassette recording 
was Rev. Bill Hesse, pastor of the Union 
Chapel Missionary Church, Lima, Ohio. 
Rev. Miles, and his wife Judy, have 




The Air Hill congregation, Chambersburg, Pa., 
gave $38,058 to the building fund in the six month 
period from October to March. • The Antrim 
congregation, Chambersburg, Pa., heard Dr. 
Chuck Millhuff, a well-known Nazarene evange-
list, in their spring Crusade for Christ. Joining him 
for two services was the Tally Trio from Tennes-
see. Richard Silvestro has agreed to begin service 
as youth pastor at the Antrim church on Sep-
tember 1. 
The Carlisle, Pa., congregation received 15 new 
members in March, 12 by baptism. April 13 
marked the beginning by the congregation's Board 
of Christian Education of a VCR tape ministry. 
Pastor Hoke initiated the project with a morning 
message, "TV—Friend or Foe." • The Canoe 
Creek congregation, Hollidaysburg, Pa., observed 
Youth Sunday on April 13. The youth supervised 
aspects of the Sunday school, morning worship, 
and evening worship hours, as well as enjoying a 
progressive meal and other activities. Paula Old-
ham was installed as youth leader. 
The Clarence Center, N.Y., congregation held 
their annual community Easter service and break-
fast in March. Jan Martin directed the choir in the 
cantata "I Am" in the evening service. Three young 
men from the church are planning to serve for two 
months this summer with Teen Mission in Mex-
ico. • The Dillsburg congregation, Pa., enjoyed 
the children's cantata "Have You Heard the Good 
News?" on Easter morning. The congregation had 
an ingathering offering in April for a new heating 
plant and kitchen renovation. • May was "Family 
Month" at the Five Forks church, Waynesboro, 
Pa. 
Six people were baptized in the Grantham, Pa., 
church in late March. On April 13, the Grantham 
chancel choir and the Messiah College music min-
istry presented "Exaltation; Scripture Song Expe-
rience of Worship and Praise." The Grantham 
quiz team took first place in the Can-Am Tour-
nament in April. • The Hanover, Pa., congrega-
tion held a spring revival April 27-May 4 with 
Charles R. Burgard. evangelist. The final day 
included a communion service, a carry-in meal, a 
new building dedication service, a hymn sing, and 
a culminating revival service. 
The Locust Grove congregation, York, Pa., 
conducted a Church Growth Emphasis Weekend, 
March 22-23 with Allegheny Conference Church 
Developer Devon Bontrager as resource person. 
As a follow-up, the congregation is studying the 
book Growing the Small Church during midweek 
services. • The pastors, deacons, and their spouses 
of the Mechanicsburg, Pa., congregation attended 
the GRADE Church Leaders' Clinic in Marion, 
Ind., March 17-21. Dr. John Maxwell was the 
speaker. The Mechanicsburg congregation has 
been experiencing record breaking attendances in 
morning services. • The Messiah Village congre-
Evangelical Visitor 
gation, Mechanicsburg, Pa., enjoyed the film 
"Angel of Sardis" on April 13. The film was shown 
by James Brubakerof Century Gospel Films. On 
April 20, David Hall of the Grantham church 
brought the morning message. 
Glenna Hoar, voluntary service worker at the 
Mt. Joy missions office, recently spoke to the 
Martinsburg, Pa., congregation about her expe-
riences with Operation Mobilization. The congre-
gation also held revival services April 6-13 with 
Curtis Bryant, evangelist. • Deeper Life Services 
were held in the Montgomery church, Upton, Pa., 
with Rev. Ken Reid from Gettsyburg, Pa., as 
speaker. The closing evening was a highlight with 
the Peace Light Singers and a healing service. 
April 27 was Christ Crusaders Day at the church. 
Speakers were Doug Lichty and Raymond Mar-
tin. The Wingert Family Singers shared in the 
evening service. 
A Sunday School Teachers' Workshop was 
held on April 20 at Morning Hour Chapel, East 
Berlin, Pa. They viewed the video, "Teaching 
Your Overhead Good Manners and New Tricks." 
• Dr. David Leaman from Waynesboro and his 
wife Joyce spoke on May 4 at the Mt. Rock 
church, Shippensburg, Pa., to persons of high 
school age and up. In evening services, their theme 
was "The Making of Positive Self-image." Dr. 
Leaman is a practicing psychologist. • The New 
Guilford congregation, Chambersburg, Pa., held 
a fellowship meal after the morning service on 
April 20, followed by the dedication of the new 
parsonage and an open house. 
Revival services were held April 6-11 at the 
Springhope church, Everett, Pa., with Rev. Bruce 
Urey of York, Pa. • Rev. James Stauffer of the 
Paramount congregation, Hagerstown, Md., 
brought the morning message to the Van Lear 
congregation, Williamsport, Md., on April 27 in a 
pulpit exchange. 
The Air Hill (Pa.) congregation recently hosted 
an Open House, celebrating Pastor and Mrs. Bar-
ton Starr's 50th wedding anniversary. Barton and 
Mildred were married on April 10, 1936. They 
have one son and daughter-in-law, Sheldon and 
Marie Starr, and three grandsons. Beginning with 
their first pastorate in 1951, the Starrs served the 
Blairs Mills church 2 years and the Mowersville 
church 10 1/2 years. Since 1969, they have done 
interim pastoral work at Belleville, Hanover, Five 
Forks, Paramount, Cedar Heights, Altoona, Mt. 
Rock, Locust Grove, and twice at both Martins-
burg and Air Hill. Plans are for them to continue 
at Air Hill until June of this year. 
Atlantic Conference 
The youth of the Cross Roads congregation, 
Mt. Joy, Pa., sponsored a fund-raiser meal in 
mid-April to cover their expenses for a missions 
work project to the Gwinnett church planting in 
Atlanta, Ga. • The Elizabethtown, Pa., congrega-
tion enjoyed a "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner?" 
on May 4. • The Harrisburg, Pa., congregation 
welcomed home the Dan Deyhle family with a 
carry-in dinner and a surprise food shower. April 
27 was College Sunday when college students were 
also honored with a dinner. 
The Lancaster, Pa., congregation received eight 
new members on April 20. On May 4 the Kid's 
Choir presented the musical "Make a Joyful 
Noise!" The congregation also recently heard from 
Dr. John Kreider and Abe Plank about U.S. pris-
ons and prison ministries. • On April 6, Ted Cor-
nell, composer, arranger, pianist, and music direc-
tor for the Billy Graham Crusade team, was guest 
artist in a recital to dedicate the new grand piano at 
the Manor church, Mountville, Pa. 
The Mastersonville congregation, Manheim, 
Pa., had mission emphasis moments in worship 
services on January 19, February 16, and March 
16. • Much prayer and preparation preceded the 
Lay Witness Mission at the Maytown, Pa., con-
gregation March 7, 8, 9. Spiritual renewal was 
experienced by young and old. One person ex-
pressed that it was "the most exciting weekend of 
his life." • The Palmyra congregation, Pa., reports 
a service of baptism and reception of new members 
on April 20, which was also the Spring Ingathering 
Sunday. 
The senior choir of the Souderton, Pa., congre-
gation joined the Refton chancel choir for an eve-
ning of worship and praise on May 4. • A series of 
four combined Lenten services was held on Wed-
nesday evenings by the Shenks congregation, Eliz-
abethtown, Pa., and the United Christian congre-
gation. Pastors Daniel Houck and John Ludwig 
spoke on the "Benefits of the Cross." Renewal 
services were conducted in March at Shenks by 
Rev. Glen Robitaille from Canada speaking on 
"The Keys to Discipleship." 
The Silverdale congregation, Pa., recently re-
ceived six new members. The evening service on 
April 6 featured the Newborn Singers and chalk 
artist Walter Keeler. In March, the Silverdale con-
gregation had the highest attendance in over 10 
years. • On April 20, members of the Souderton, 
Pa., congregation presented the play "He Sees and 
Knows." The play depicts a new church family 
who, as they cling to their social vices, are influ-
enced spiritually by a pastoral visit and the ever 
present Christ. • The Speedwell Heights congrega-
tion planned to receive four persons into member-
ship on May 4. 
Canadian Conference 
The film series "Lifestyle Evangelism" was to be 
shown April 23-May 4 at the Bridlewood church, 
Agincourt, Ont. The films help Christians relate 
their faith to friends and neighbors. A recital of 
classical music was held April 18 to hear the new 
Bridlewood piano. • Speaking in the morning 
service on April 27 at the Cross Road Memorial 
church, Guelph, Ont., was Gerry Irwin from Oril-
lia, a ministerial student at Emmanuel Bible 
College. 
The Omegans of the Falls View congregation, 
Niagara Falls, Ont., sponsored a spaghetti dinner 
in April. • The Heise Hill congregation, Gormley, 
Ont., had a potluck dinner on April 6. The Singing 
Hills of Saskatchewan ministered in morning and 
evening services on April 27. • Donald Shafer 
taught combined Sunday school classes and 
brought the morning message on April 13 to the 
Houghton congregation, Langton, Ont. 
On Easter Sunday, a group of international 
students from Messiah College, along with their 
advisors Dr. and Mrs. Howard Landis, shared in 
the service at the Port Colborne, Ont.. church. 
Also, dedication of a new church bell took place 
on Easter. It was given by Karl and Lorna Fretzin 
honor of their parents. • The Ridgemount church, 
Hamilton, Ont., said good-bye to Elvin and Lois 
Long, whose 25 years of service was honored in a 
luncheon on May 11. Pastor Bosserman has 
announced a four-month study of Revelation, 
"The Seduction of Christianity." 
The Rosebank congregation, Petersburg, Ont., 
recently received two members. The church ob-
served "Friend Day" on April 6. Dorcas Climen-
haga spoke on Ladies Night, April 21. • The 
Sherkston, Ont., Sunday school studied "Brethren 
in Christ Missions Around the World" in classes 
taught by Roy V. Siderfrom March through May. 
Their "Send the Light" missions conference was 
April 18-20 with Dr. Roger Sider as keynote 
speaker. • The Springvale, Ont., congregation 
received four members in March. 
The Stayner congregation, Ont., reports seven 
new members. • The Pioneer Girls Celebration 
was planned for April 30 at the Wainfleet, Ont., 
church with Iris Sider speaking. Betty Chisolm, 
just returned from India, ministered in music in 
the evening service April 20. • The Welland, Ont., 
congregation reports eight new members. • The 
Westheights congregation, Kitchener, Ont., had 
baptismal service for five persons on Easter 
Sunday. 
Central Conference 
A Cooperative Ministries promotional dinner 
was held at the Amherst, Ohio, church on April 
24. Three generations of the Ray Buckwalter fam-
ily sang together in the morning service on April 
27. • The Ashland, Ohio, congregation broke the 
100 mark in the attendance on Easter Sunday. • 
The Beulah Chapel congregation, Springfield, 
Ohio, viewed the film series "Ordering Your Pri-
vate World" on six consecutive Wednesdays in 
April and May. The film deals with finding the 
pieces to God's pattern for an ordered, peace-filled 
life. 
The Christian Union congregation, Garrett, 
Ind., has been engaged in a Wednesday evening 
study of Improving Your Serve by Charles Swin-
doll. On April 20, Louis Cober preached the morn-
ing message and later shared slides of his experi-
ences in Orissa, India. • The Highland congrega-
tion, West Milton, Ohio, reports an average 
attendance of 189 for the first quarter of 1986— 
substantial growth over 1985. • Stephen Porter, 
administrator of Liberty Christian Academy, Ox-
ford, Mich., wasinstalled April 13as pastor of the 
Leonard, Mich., congregation. 
To receive exposure to urban life, eight senior 
high youth and their sponsors from the Pleasant 
Hill, Ohio, congregation spent a weekend at the 
Salvation Army headquarters in Chicago in mid-
April. The Pleasant Hill mother-daughter ban-
quet on May 4 featured Martha Schleinitz, In-
structor of Human Services at Edison State, 
speaking on "The Christian Woman and Stress." • 
The Sippo Valley congregation, Massillon, Ohio, 
planned a "Let the Church Grow" seminar May 9, 
10 and 11 with Ken Gibson. 
The Union Grove congregation, New Paris, 
Ind., welcomed Mr. and Mrs. William Hoke, 
representatives of Brethren in Christ Missions, to 
their April 20 morning service as part of the 
Michiana churches' mission conference. • The 
Western Hills church, Cincinnati, Ohio, held a 
note-burning service May 4 after a carry-in meal. 
Sharing in the service were four former pastors: 
Rev. J. Andrew Stoner, Rev. David Rodgers, 
Rev. Charles F. Ankney, and Rev. Dale Allison. 
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Rev. Elam Dohner recalled his ministry to church 
members before the congregation moved to their 
present location. The keynote address was given 
by Bishop Owen Alderfer, speaking on Jacob 
Engle's life and legacy. Members of the congrega-
tion concluded the program by paying tribute to 
the current pastor, Paul Z. Hess. 
Midwest Conference 
The Abilene, Ks., church reports hosting the 
Good Friday community service. The Covenant 
Players were featured. The Abilene and Zion, Ks., 
congregations recently combined to view the film 
"Inside I Trembled," Keith Miller's dramatization 
of what Matthew may have been thinking and 
feeling in the days before and after the crucifixion. 
• The 40-voice College Choir of God's Bible 
School, Cincinnati, Ohio, presented a sacred 
music concert at the Dallas Center, Iowa, church 
on March 31. A supper for the choir preceded the 
program. There was good community response. 
Fifty-seven people attended the Easter break-
fast prepared by the men of the Oak Park congre-
gation, Des Moines, Iowa. Afterwards, the music 
department presented songs of praise. Angela 
Watters, six years old, was soloist. • The Okla-
homa City, Okla., church became self-supporting 
with an attendance of over 80, exactly five years 
after Warren and Connie Hoffman moved there. 
The church reports the continuing of its midweek 
activity, LIFT—Learning, Intercession, Fellow-
ship, and Training. 
A lay minister's license was granted to Memo 
Zamora during Bishop Cinder's visit last December 
to the Palm Valley congregation, Pharr, Texas. 
Memo translates the sermons into Spanish as they 
are being preached. Special revival meetings were 
held February 19-23 with Ron Bo wells and Elbert 
Freyes from the Zion congregation. Also part of 
the evangelistic team were the Bob Bushnells of 
Wichita, Ks., • The Zion congregation, Abilene, 
Ks., heard a special report on the work of the 
Abilene Food Pantry on April 13. In the same 
service, the congregation listened to the James 
Dobson taped radio broadcast, "Weird Norman." 
"Grow News Is Good News," a newsletter 
reporting on church growth in the Midwest Con-
ference, has these items to share: "The newest 
church, Cedar Hill, Texas, in the Dallas suburbs, 
now reports 11 persons committed to forming the 
church, and seven couples participating in weekly 
Bible studies. The Board for Evangelism and 
Church Planting has announced plans to begin a 
new church in Colorado Springs, Colo., in the fall 
of this year. Kevin Longenecker and his wife 
Candi will be the pastoral couple. 
Pacific Conference 
The Labish church, Salem, Ore., has announced 
its intentions to use its facilities for a 6:00 a.m. to 
6:00 p.m. day care center beginning in September. 
Pastor Hostetler recently led a series of Wednes-
day evening studies on "How to Study the Bible" 
for adults and children. • The Riverside congrega-
tion, Calif.,continues to experience good things in 
their covenant groups. One participant reports, 
"God is faithful and we are being built into a holy 
temple. God must be pleased when 'two or three 
have gathered in [Jesus'] name.' " The Riverside 
youth planned a "High School Overnighter" at 
Mile High Pines Camp April 19-20. 
Six persons were baptized April 13 at the 
Upland, Calif., church. Twenty persons were 
received into membership the following Sunday. 
May 4 was the popular Young Artists' Recital at 
the Upland church (ages 10-college). The evening 
was designed to give opportunity for young vocal-
ists, instrumentalists, photographers, and crafts-
men to be recognized for their talents by the 
church families. • Ladies of the Pacific Conference 
enjoyed a retreat at Mile High Pines Camp April 
25-27. 
For the Record 
Births 
Alderfer: David Michael, March 1, 1985; Don 
and Becky Alderfer, Souderton congregation, Pa. 
Barnett: Ashley Victoria, March 31; Dave and 
Darlene Barnett, Mechanicsburg congregation, 
Pa. 
Barsby: Kimberli Meagan, April 13; Herb and 
Denise Barsby, Silverdale congregation, Pa. 
Brandis: Jonathan Eric, May 18, 1985; Tom 
and Regina Brandis, Souderton congregation, Pa. 
Buckwalter: Adam Richard, January 24; Arlin 
and Ruth Buckwalter, Mt. Pleasant congregation, 
Pa. 
Burkholder: Amber Lynne, March 10; Marlin 
and Anna Mae (Strite) Burkholder, Chambers-
burg congregation, Pa. 
Carpenter: Heather Nicole, March 10; Don 
and Jeannette Carpenter, Palmyra congregation, 
Pa. 
Fretz: Rachael Patrice, April 20; Randall and 
Patrice Fretz, Souderton congregation, Pa. 
Gerhart: Lindsay Joy, October 10,1985; Clark 
and Kimberly Gerhart, Souderton congregation, 
Pa. 
Hess: Brian James, April 2; Jim and Joan Hess, 
Elizabethtown congregation, Pa. 
Hill: Kenli Marie, February 19; Ken and Sue 
Hill, Grantham congregation, Pa. 
Hoffman: Megan Joy, March 30; Joe and Dar-
lene Hoffman, Elizabethtown congregation, Pa. 
Hogg: Ryan Craig, March 30; Dr. and Mrs. 
Craig Hogg, Heise Hill congregation, Ont. 
Klassen: Alyshia Darlene, March 15; Abe and 
Cheryl Klassen, Houghton congregation, Ont. 
Kubassek: Ashley Victoria, April 3; David and 
Nancy Kubassek, Rosebank congregation, Ont. 
Light: Amy Elizabeth, May 23, 1985; Bob and 
Beth (Walters) Light, Souderton congregation, 
Pa. 
Mailloux: Phillip David, April 19; Rick and 
Bonnie Mailloux, Christian Union congregation, 
Ind. 
Matters: Reegan Michelle, February 12; 
Michael and Laurie (Carpenter) Matters, Palmyra 
congregation, Pa. 
Neuenschwander: Aaron Mark, April 9; Randy 
and Sharon Neuenschwander, Amherst congrega-
tion, Ohio. 
Peckman: Melody Sue, April 20; Dennis and 
Barb (Horst) Peckman, Chambersburg congrega-
tion, Pa. 
Pifer: Nathan Francis, March 18; Craig and 
Janeen (Nester) Pifer, Mechanicsburg congrega-
tion, Pa. 
Potteiger: Rachel Michelle, March 4; Dwayne 
and Rhonda Potteiger, Dallas Center congrega-
tion, Iowa. 
Rodriguez: Aaron-Nichol, March 18; John and 
Sherry (Sherk) Rodriguez, Mechanicsburg con-
gregation, Pa. 
Ross: Alicia Elaine, March 24; Randy and 
Debbie Ross, New Guilford congregation, Pa. 
Rothwell: Elizabeth Anne, January 30; Warren 
and Kathy Rothwell, Falls View congregation, 
Ont. 
Saylor: Jefferson Weimer, April 13, 1985; 
Andrew and Lois (Weimer) Saylor, Souderton 
congregation, Pa. 
Schiffbauer: Daniel Jay, April 5; Duane and 
Susan Schiffbauer, Abilene congregation, Kan. 
Sherk: Justin Richard, March 18; Rick and 
Karen Sherk, Sherkston congregation, Ont. 
Shoalts: Adam and Benjamin, March 16; Mark 
and Catherine Shoalts, Wainfleet congregation, 
Ont. 
Shoecraft: Kathleen Kay, March 19; Cheryl 
(Mrs. Milton) Shoecraft, Upland congregation, 
Calif. 
Sypien: Sylvia Jean, March 23; John and Nancy 
Sypien, Silverdale congregation, Pa. 
Taylor: Leah Rebecca, March 9; Maurice and 
Karen Taylor, Green Grove congregation, Pa. 
Thomas: Nathan Dwayne, April 14,1985; Brian 
and Gwen (Landis) Thomas, Souderton congre-
gation, Pa. 
Tuazon: Lee Antonio, March 20; Antonio and 
Raquel Tuazon, Upland congregation, Calif. 
Yoder: Joshua Dale, April 8; Dale and Joanne 
(Zercher) Yoder, Bart, Pa. 
Weddings 
Alcott-Rittenhouse: Christine, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Herbert Rittenhouse, Jr., and George, 
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. George Alcott Sr., 
November 28 at the Souderton Brethren in Christ 
Church with Rev. Sam Hollingsworth officiating. 
Cassel-Althouse: Lori, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Wayne Althouse, and Michael, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Linford Cassel, September 7 at the Sou-
derton Brethren in Christ Church with the Rev. 
Sam Hollingsworth and Pastor Luke Brandt 
officiating. 
Diller-Pringle: Laura Lee Pringle, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Rice, and Stephen Eugene, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Diller, September 15 
at the Souderton Brethren in Christ Church with 
Rev. Sam Hollingsworth and Rev. Steven Leh-
man officiating. 
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Ebersole-Eberly: Robert Ebersole and Stephan-
ie Eberly, March 29 at the Grace Brethren Church, 
Elizabethtown, Pa., with Rev. John Ludwig of-
ficiating. 
Else-Allen: Donna, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Earl Allen, Dallas Center, Iowa, and Geoff, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Bertrand Else, Waukee, Iowa, 
March 14 in the Dallas Center Brethren in Christ 
Church with Rev. Dwayne Potteiger and Rev. 
Thomas Demand officiating. 
Frey-Shannon: Ruth Ann, daughter of Richard 
and Rhoda Shannon, and Dean Elwood, son of 
Preston and Lorraine Frey, March 22 in the 
Chambersburg Brethren in Christ Church with 
Rev. Preston Frey and Rev. A. Graybill Brubaker 
officiating. 
Horst-Martin: Jean Marie, daughter of Walter 
and Verna Martin, and Bruce Eugene, son of 
Maurice and Norma Horst of the Chambersburg 
congregation, March 22 at the Fairview Menno-
nite Chapel, Waynesboro, Pa., with Rev. Dale 
Martin officiating. 
Kirkpatrick-Wile: Marcia Rose, daughter of 
Paul and Lois Wile, and David Robert, son of 
Robert Kirkpatrick, May 19, 1985, at Christ 
Reformed Church in Telford, Pa. with Rev. W. 
Donald Smith and Rev. Sam Hollingsworth 
officiating. 
Leister-Boors: Carla Rae, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. John Boors, Bedford, Pa., and Thomas 
Lynn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Leister, Bed-
ford, March 21 in the Springhope Brethren in 
Christ Church with Rev. Kenneth Mackie of-
ficiating. 
Mellinger-Myers: Michelle, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Michael Myers, Collinsville, Conn., and 
Robert, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Mellinger, Mil-
lersville, Pa., January 9 in Zion United Church of 
Christ, Millersville, with Merv Stoltzfus officiating. 
Peters-Garis: Karen L., daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Robert H. Garis, and Brooks A., son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Paul A. Peters, August 10, 1985, at the 
Souderton Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. 
Sam Hollingsworth officiating. 
Reist-Boltz: Shellaine Boltz, Palmyra, Pa., and 
John Reist, Cleona, Pa., April 12 in the First 
United Methodist Church, Palmyra, Pa., with Dr. 
Thomas Chadwick and Rev. Jefferson Brewster 
officiating. 
Rittenhouse-Crouthamel: Lisa Ann, daughter 
of Rom and Barbara Crouthamel, and Rodney 
Jay, son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Rittenhouse, 
February 7 with Rev. Sam Hollingsworth of-
ficiating. 
Scott-Zimmerman: Patricia Zimmerman, 
Cleona, Pa., and Bryan Scott, Lebanon, Pa., April 
5 in the Fairland Brethren in Christ Church with 
Rev. Earl Musser officiating. 
Note: The wedding of Helen Booz and Harry 
Burkholder, reported in the April Visitor, was held 
in the Shippensburg Church of the Brethren. 
Obituaries 
Brandt: Abram Brandt, Mt. Hope Dunkard 
Brethren Home, formerly of Manheim, Pa., born 
January 5, 1898, died August 3 at the age of 87. He 
was a member of the Manheim Brethren in Christ 
Church. 
Davis: Albert E. Davis, born January 16, 1894, 
in England, died March 29, 1986, in Camp Hill, 
Pa. He was a resident of Messiah Village, Mechan-
icsburg. Pa. Surviving are his wife, Florence Hen-
sel Davis; 4 sons, Harold D., Roy A., Albert, Jr., 
and Kenneth; 7 daughters, Mrs. Elwood Harris, 
Ruth Schrock, Jean Hurst, Gladys Martin, Lois 
Hock, Betty Crider, and Carol Kaltreider; 2 sis-
ters, Rose Payne and Mae Karvae; 31 grandchild-
ren and 42 great-grandchildren. Rev. Simon Leh-
man, Jr. and Rev. J. Robert Lehman conducted 
the funeral services. Burial was in Grantham 
Memorial Park. 
Engle: M. Elizabeth Engle, Hershey, Pa., born 
August 25, 1907, died March 26, 1986. She is 
survived by her husband Harry W.; two sons, 
Kenneth and Dale; four grandchildren; and a sis-
ter, Alverda Frank. Twin daughters preceded her 
in death. She was a member of the Hummelstown 
Brethren in Christ Church. Memorial services 
were held in the Cross Roads Brethren in Christ 
Church with Rev. Andrew Slagenweit and Rev. 
John Bicksler officiating. Memorial contributions 
were given to her church in Hummelstown. 
Hess: Mary W. Hess, Messiah Village, Mechan-
icsburg, Pa., born in Franklin County, Pa., Janu-
ary 22, 1901, died in the Harrisburg Hospital April 
7, 1986. She is survived by one son, Leroy; two 
grandchildren; a brother, Samuel Musser; two sis-
ters, Fannie Sollenberger and Rhoda Wingert. 
She was a member of the Messiah Village Church. 
Rev. Avery Musser conducted the funeral service 
at the Sellers' Funeral Home, Chambersburg. 
Interment was in the Mt. Rock Cemetery near 
Shippensburg, Pa. 
Hollenbach: Charles Revere Hollenbach, Sr., 
born May 12, 1895, in New Tripoli, Pa., died 
October 19, 1985, in Sellersville, Pa. Funeral ser-
vices were held at the Souderton Brethren in 
Christ Church with Rev. Sam Hollingsworth offi-
ciating. Interment was at the Highland Memorial 
Park in Allentown, Pa. Mr. Hollenbach was a 
member of the Trinity United Methodist Church 
in Allentown. He attended the Souderton, Pa., 
church for the past several years where his son, 
Bud, and his grandson, Rev. Jeffrey Hollenbach, 
are members. 
Hostetter: Anna Lane Hostetter, Messiah Vil-
lage, Mechanicsburg, Pa., born in Millway, Pa., 
December 25, 1891, died March 22, 1986. In 1922 
she married C. N. Hostetter, Jr., who died in 1980. 
She is survived by 3 sons, C. Nelson, S. Lane, and 
Dr. D. Ray; 11 grandchildren; and 6 great-
grandchildren. A son, Glenn, died in December 
1964. Services were held in the Messiah Village 
Chapel by Rev. J. Robert Lehman and Martha L. 
Lady. Interment was in the Grantham Memorial 
Park. She was a member of the Messiah Village 
congregation. 
Lynch: J. R. Lamar Lynch, born February 23, 
1901, in Chestnut Hill, Pa., died December 11, 
1985. Funeral services were held at the Souderton 
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Sam Hol-
lingsworth officiating. Interment was at Ivy Hill 
Cemetery in Philadelphia, Pa. A member of the 
Souderton congregation for five years, Lamar and 
his wife Emma Kratz Lynch served on the mission 
team and as librarians for several years. 
Michener: Myrtle V. Michener, Welland, Ont., 
born on February 28, 1904, died February 28, 
1986. She was preceded in death by her husband, 
Truman. She is survived by one son, Keith. She 
was a member of the Port Colborne Brethren in 
Christ Church. A tribute from Gordon and Susan 
Gilmore from Caracas, Venezuela, was read by 
Gordon's father, James, at the funeral. The service 
was conducted by Rev. James Cober. Interment 
was in the Morgan's Point Cemetery. 
Montague: John St. Clair Montague of Ste-
vensville, Ont., born December 29, 1898, died at 
St. Catherines, Ont., March 27, 1986. He was 
preceded in death by his wife Violet (Nigh) Mon-
tague and a son, Harry. He is survived by one son, 
Roy, and five daughters, Florence, Irene, Ruth, 
Thelma, and Marjorie. The funeral service was 
conducted by Rev. Ross Nigh assisted by Rev. 
Arthur Heise in the Bertie Brethren in Christ 
Church. Interment was in the adjoining cemetery. 
Rohrer: Barbara A. Rohrer, 18, of Louisville, 
Ohio, passed away December 8 after an extended 
illness. A lifetime resident of Louisville, she was an 
active member of Valley Chapel Brethren in Christ 
Church and was a 1985 graduate of Louisville 
High School. She is survived by her parents, 
Eugene and Mary Sue Rohrer; three sisters, Susan 
Shockling, Beth Rohrer, and Ruth Metzger of 
Louisville; three brothers, David, Mike, and Paul; 
and eight nieces and nephews. Services were held 
at the Valley Chapel Church with Rev. Paul 
Smucker and Rev. Eric Stanton officiating. Inter-
ment was in Valley Chapel Cemetery. 
Rohrer: Mary Effie Rohrer, Messiah Village, 
Mechanicsburg, Pa., daughter of David and 
Amanda Rohrer, born in Darke County, Ohio, 
September 28, 1888, died April 17, 1986. She was 
from a family of five children, only one of whom 
survives, Rev. Emmanuel J. Rohrer of West Mil-
ton, Ohio. She worked for awhile at the Life Line 
Mission in San Francisco before traveling to 
India, where she gave 39 years in missionary ser-
vice. She returned to California in 1952 where she 
pursued a nursing career. Memorial services were 
held in the Messiah Village Chapel with Rev. J. 
Robert Lehman officiating, assisted by Rev. Wil-
liam Hoke and Rev. and Mrs. Allen Buckwalter. 
The funeral service was held at the Highland 
Brethren in Christ Church, West Milton, Ohio, 
with interment in the Highland cemetery. 
Sakimura: Sakaye Sakimura, born September 
18, 1910, died February 10, 1986. She is survived 
by two sons, Ivan and Clarence; one daughter, 
Alice Chong; and seven grandchildren. She was 
preceded in death by her husband, Harvey 
Sakimura, who was caretaker of Messiah College 
for a number of years during the days of President 
C. N. Hostetter. The funeral service was con-
ducted by Rev. Glenn Dalton, pastor of the Har-
risburg Brethren in Christ Church, of which she 
was a member. 
Salsbury: Evaline May Salsbury, Port Col-
borne, Ont., born April 5, 1917, died February 20, 
1986. Her husband Robert survives. She was a 
member of the Port Colborne Brethren in Christ 
Church. The funeral was conducted by Rev. 
James Cober. Interment was in the Overholt 
Cemetery. 
Wilson: Lena Wilson, daughter of William and 
Emma Lapp, Sherkston, Ont., born October 2, 
1914, died at Listowel Hospital March 29, 1986. 
On August 31, 1941, she married W. Sheldon 
Wilson. To this union were born two children, 
Edgar and Leone (Mrs. Charles Byer). Also sur-
viving are four grandchildren and three sisters: 
Bertha Harrington, Hazel Arendt, and Ethel Bai-
ley. Lena served beside her husband in pastorates 
at Fordwich, Ont., Canoe Creek, Pa., Caistor 
Centre, Ont., Chestnut Grove, Ohio, and Gran-
ville, Pa. Pastors officiating at the funeral were 
Rev. Laverne Housser, Rev. Jesse Bawel, and 
Rev. Kenneth Smith. Interment was in the Maple 
Grove Cemetery, Fordwich. 
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To win 
"The most important thing in the (Olympic) Games is not to win, but 
to take part, just as the important thing in life is not the triumph, but 
the struggle. The essential thing is not to have conquered, but to have 
fought well" (Baron Pierre de Coubertin). The Apostle Paul said 
something similar to this in Romans 14:8 "If we win, we win to the 
Lord; and if we lose, we lose to the Lord. So, whether we win or lose, 
we belong to the Lord" (author's paraphrase). 
This idea of being content so long as we have done our best is not 
easily learned. However, it is a key to inner peace and contentment. 
How does one discover this? There are as many methods as there are 
individuals. For me, an important activity that helped me to appreciate 
this concept was Bible quizzing. 
^ ^ m Bible quizzing has paid me many dividends. Some are easily dis-
^ J 1 cerned: the study and memorization of Scripture; the discipline to put 
in quality study time on a daily basis; developing the ability to think 
f 1 1 1 1 M quickly under pressure; teamwork. Others are less tangible: a greater 
• • ^ ^ • • ^ ^ • • 1 1 1 degree of self-confidence; setting and meeting goals; building relation-
ships. These are all noteworthy qualities, although they are not 
attained solely through quizzing. What, then, made quizzing special 
for me? 
When I began quizzing, I was in my early teens. I was at a stage 
by Bryan M. Sollenberger where I perceived the church as behind the times, repressive, and 
boring. I went because, frankly, I had always gone and did not really 
know what else I would do on a Sunday morning. The music was too 
slow, the sermons too dull, the language too ancient. I saw nothing 
exciting about following Christ, unless not having fun was supposed to 
be exciting. 
But quizzing helped to change that attitude. It challenged me in a 
way that I doubt anyone or anything else could have. It gave me an 
incentive to study and memorize Scripture (admittedly not the best 
incentive, but an incentive nonetheless.) It forced me to meet people, 
people who cared about me and wanted me to know that Christ was 
real, and following him could actually be enjoyable and at the same 
time rewarding. Slowly, but surely, I was being influenced by what I 
was studying, by my coaches, and by my teammates. And I was having 
fun while it happened. 
Now it is altogether possible that God could have effected the same 
change in a different way. But he used quizzing to bring it about, and 
for that I am glad. Not only did quizzing change me spiritually, but it 
also helped me to mature mentally and emotionally as well. It took my 
teen-age egotism, energy, and competitiveness, and channeled them 
into something constructive. I have yet to find anything else that can 
challenge me to memorize passages or even entire books of Scripture 
like quizzing did. Furthermore, through quizzing I have had opportu-
nities to encourage and influence other teen-agers. 
I can't say enough about Bible quizzing. It takes time, energy, and 
dedication to be a good quizzer, but the rewards long outlast the effort 
invested. Not every team will win consistently in quizzing, but all 
quizzers can attain a consistent degree of success in quizzing and in 
their personal lives as well. After all, that is the most important thing. 
When you support Cooperative Ministries, you open the door for many other quizzers to have 
the same good experiences that Bryan did. 
\ 
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IMessiah College News 
Engstrom challenges graduates 
World Vision President Ted. W. Eng-
strom addressed 353 graduates as Mes-
siah College held its 76th annual com-
mencement May 10 in the College's 
Eisenhower Campus Center. Mr. Eng-
strom challenged the class of 1986 to be 
"global Christians." 
Engstrom is one of the most influen-
tial leaders in religion and social service. 
Before becoming president of World 
Vision, he served six years as president 
of Youth for Christ International. He 
has authored 36 books and hundreds of 
magazine articles. His The Making of a 
Christian Leader was a best-seller. His 
most recent books are The Pursuit of 
Excellence and The Fine Art of Friend-
ship. 
The Messiah College class of 1986 
includes 33 Brethren in Christ students 
from seven states. As a whole, the class 
represents 20 states. The largest group-
ing by major among the class is nursing, 
with 32 degree candidates—only the 
second class to graduate from the 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing pro-
gram. Other majors represented in large 
numbers are elementary education, with 
24 graduates, and biology and family 
studies, with 20 graduates each. 
Several Brethren in Christ graduates 
noted what has been the best thing 
about their years spent at Messiah. 
Karen Brubaker, an English education 
major from Arcanum, Ohio (Fairview 
congregation), says she has enjoyed being 
in an environment conducive to intellec-
tual stimulation, spiritual growth and 
personal enrichment. 
Dale Brantner, of Lewisberry, Pa. 
(Redland Valley congregation), majored 
in religion with a concentration in for-
eign missions and Judaic studies. He 
includes both foreign missions and gradu-
ate study-in his future plans, and says 
that "from the academic program at 
Messiah College, I have gained a broad 
background in both the field of religious 
studies as well as the liberal arts in 
general." 
Several students chose to single out 
personal relationships they have devel-
oped while at Messiah. "The best thing 
about being at Messiah has been the 
chance to broaden my scope of friend-
ships," said Harrisburg's Mark Heise 
(Harrisburg congregation), a mathemat-
ics major who plans on going into grad-
uate school and actuarial work. "I think 
that for me, the people, both staff and 
students, made Messiah special." 
Brent Wolgemuth, a computer science 
major from Mechanicsburg, Pa., (Gran-
tham congregation), said that "expe-
riencing a sense of belonging at a college 
that believes in building students for 
their betterment" has been the highlight 
of his college career. And recreation 
major Tonya Watts, also from Mechan-
icsburg (Grantham congregation), said 
"the absolute best thing has been the 
friendships that I have established over 
the past four years that will last a life-
time. I have seen so many friends leave 
this campus—they'll always hold a 
unique place in my heart." Tonya plans 
to work for the Mechanicsburg Recrea-
tion Board this summer. 
Chemistry major Sheldon Cober, of 
Mount Joy, Pa. (Elizabethtown congre-
gation), plans to enter medical school 
this fall. He says the best thing about 
being at Messiah has been "the personal 
growth I have experienced as a result of 
the diverse opinions and ideologies I 
encountered here. The liberal arts edu-
cation will make me more rounded and 
better prepared for life as I graduate." 
Following is a complete list of the 
1986 Brethren in Christ graduates, by 
state: 
California: Jolene F. Byer, elemen-
tary education, Upland: Jeffrey T. Mar-
tin, business administration, Upland. 
Maryland: Sharon M. Doane, busi-
ness administration, Parkville; Tina M. 
Horst, elementary education, Hagers-
town. 
Michigan: Emily F. Bulgrien, music 
education, Sandusky. 
New York: Mary Anne Miller, fam-
ily studies, Bronx. 
Ohio: Karen L. Brubaker, engineer-
ing, Arcanum. 
Pennsylvania: Lee C. Bixler, Bible, 
Mechanicsburg; Michael L. Book, biol-
ogy, Mount Joy; Dale E. Brantner, reli-
gion, Lewisberry; Faithe E. Brubaker, 
elementary education, Newburg; Shel-
don R. Cober, chemistry, Mount Joy; 
David L. Deihl, family studies, Carlisle; 
Sherri A. Edwards, Christian education/ 
music, Chambersburg; Tonia S. Garling, 
biology, Waynesboro; Mark A. Heise, 
mathematics, Harrisburg; Jon A. Hoff-
man, mathematics, Palmyra; Karen Ives, 
early childhood education, Grantham; 
Edwin R. Kessler, religion, Halifax; 
Crystal M. Meek, mathematics and 
computer science, Willow Street; John 
A. Melhorn, history, Lewisberry; Rachel 
M. Paine, history, Grantham; Diane K. 
Peterman, business administration, 
Carlisle; Rebecca S. Rhoad, art, Ann-
ville; Leslie A. Shatto, human resource 
management, Carlisle; Douglas N. Slay-
maker, engineering, Grantham; Kevin 
A. Thrush, marketing, Shippensburg; 
Brengle L. Waldron, family studies, 
Dillsburg; Tonya K. Watts, recreation, 
Grantham; Brent E. Wolgemuth, com-
puter science, Mechancisburg. 
Virginia: Leiauanna R. Allen, behav-
orial science, Roanoke. 
Zimbabwe: Ranford Ndlovu, mathe-
matics. 
Student-Athlete 
of the Year named 
Sheldon Cober, mentioned earlier as 
a graduating chemistry major, has been 
named the student-athlete of the year at 
Messiah for the 1985-86 academic year. 
He ran men's cross country last fall 
while maintaining a perfect 4.0 grade 
point average. 
Brethren in Christ 
students essential 
in spring sports 
More than a dozen Brethren in Christ 
students participated in spring sports at 
Messiah, most of which enjoyed suc-
cessful seasons. The men's track team 
employed nine students alone. The team 
had a regular-season record of 7-3 going 
into the Middle Atlantic Conference 
(MAC) meet. It won the Western Mary-
land Relays and the Messiah Invitational. 
Participants were: Bruce Bundy, 
sprints, junior Bible major from Mount 
Joy, Pa.; Phil Engle, sprint, junior com-
puter science major from Grantham, 
Pa; Doug Fraser, pole vault, freshman 
chemistry major from Grantham; Tra-
vis Fraser, hurdles, junior mechanical 
continued on page 26 
Annual CPS Reunion 
The annual Eastern area C.P.S. 
reunion will be held August 3,1986, 
at Lancaster Bible College, Lancas-
ter, Pa. 
Please send change of address to 
Martin Hartzler, HCR 61 Box 603, 
Mill Creek, Pa. 17060. 
Watch for further announcements 
in July. 
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engineering major from Mechanicsburg, 
Pa.; Wayne Heisey, pole vault, sopho-
more business administration major from 
Elizabethtown, Pa.; Eric Mann, distance, 
junior mathematics major from Eliza-
bethtown, Pa.; Tom Mann, high jump, 
sophomore pre-engineering major from 
Elizabethtown; Shylock Ndlovu, dis-
tance, junior history major from Bula-
wayo, Zimbabwe; and Dwight Schwartz, 
long jump, junior chemistry major from 
York, Pa. 
The women's track team ended the 
regular season 7-2, also winning the 
Messiah Invitational and Western Mary-
land Relays. The lone Brethren in Christ 
participant was jumper Sandy Winters, 
a junior physical education major from 
Lancaster, Pa. 
The Falcon baseball team flew to 13-
7, and 8-4 in the MAC Northwest 
League, good for second place behind 
9-3 Susquehana University. Doing a lot 
of the catching was freshman Dave 
Erisman, a religion major from Colum-
bia, Pa. 
The softball team finished 5-16 (2-6 
league), losing a lot of close games to 
create a frustrating season. An infielder 
on the team was junior Jill Seaman, a 
computer science major from East Am-
herst, NY. An outfielder was junior 
Betty Harter, a health and physical edu-





In this day of instant reruns of athletic 
events, daily news and even family reun-
ions, we can quickly review any segment 
of our lives. We see our day, our year 
and its effect on us and on others. We 
choose our channel of service, of the 
type of "film" we want to make. With 
volunteers, these individual channels 
are blended into group contribution. 
This was the theme of our Volunteer 
Recognition Day, Thursday, April 24, 
when we met to review these efforts for 
Messiah Village, Mechanicsburg, Pa. 
There are 334 active volunteers who, 
during 1985, gave 40,000 hours of dedi-
cated service to raise the quality of life 
for our residents, supporting the efforts 
of our staff. 
This group was divided into two 
parts. Those who come in to the Village 
from off campus met at noon, and the 
campus volunteers enjoyed the same 
program in the evening. Recognition 
was given to each volunteer by his or her 
department director. The luncheon and 
buffet dinner were served in the setting 
of a television audience with tables 
placed in a semi-circle around the "main 
studio" where our guest musicians pre-
sented their program of beautiful, inspir-
ing music and challenging thoughts 
regarding our daily living. 
Clair and Frances Hess of Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, were our guests of 
the day. Clair is a native of Mt. Joy, 
Pennsylvania, whose mother was a resi-
dent of Messiah Village. He is publica-
tion manager for the devotional booklet 
"Our Daily Bread" and is affiliated with 
the Radio Bible Class. He sings with the 
Melody Four and the Sixteen Singing 
Men. He has appeared in concerts in the 
British Isles, Europe, and throughout 
the United States. Frances, an accom-
plished organist and pianist, accompa-
nied Clair and shared of their lives as 
they have been led by the God they 
serve. 
Clair and Frances have chosen the 
channel of music, the spoken and printed 
word to reach out to others. We each 
choose our channel which starts with a 
thought, an attitude toward ourselves 
and others. • 
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Service 
In 50 countries—the opportunity 
to use your skills in education, health, 
agriculture, social services, listening, caring. 
Mennonite Central Committee. 
People serving God and each other. 
21 South 12th Street, Box M 
Akron, PA 17501 
201-1483 Pembina Hwy. 
Winnipeg, MB R3T 2C8 
'Readers J^espond 
I am deeply saddened upon reading 
the April editorial by Joseph Bayly, 
"Rome fell while moralists slept." May 
God open our eyes to the great ill we 
perpetrate with our irrational fear and 
hatred of our brothers and sisters who 
happen to have a homosexual orienta-
tion. Mr. Bayly rightly bemoans the 
slaughter of Jews in Nazi Germany. Yet, 
his ill-informed words that would place 
blame for a dread disease on an already 
vulnerable minority clearly mimics the 
rhetoric of his German counterparts— 
Christians who found it convenient to 
place blame for the problems of their 
society on Jews and also the gay men of 
their day! There are gay and lesbian 
youth in our families and in our 
churches. Denial will not alter that real-
ity. Forcing our children, through fear 
and ignorance, to pretend to be hetero-
sexual will not change their God-given 
sexual orientation. 
Gay men, many of whom are not 
promiscuous, did not create the HTLV-
3 virus. Nor does God use a virus to 
punish sinners. God does call us to min-
ister to the sick and the dying. As Christ 
ministered to those that the so-called 
"religious" of the day scorned, so he calls 
us to minister to those with AIDS. 
God does not condemn all homosex-
uals. It is men who would do that. Isn't it 
ironic that the same persons that demean 
homosexuals and would force them into 
positions of social outcasts are the same 
ones that decry their self-destructive 
behaviors? This is a time for the Visitor 
to print informed coverage of the AIDS 
epidemic and also of the homosexual 
reality. Bayly's editorial appealed to the 
worst in us. The Visitor has borne false 
witness against our neighbor! 
Arnold J. Milne 
New York, N.Y. 
Another concern 
I was quite amazed when I read of the 
ten items which were listed in the Janu-
ary editorial [the top ten social concerns 
identified by a Board of Brotherhood 
Concerns survey reported in the Decem-
ber 1985 Visitor], 
It is not that I am in disagreement that 
these concerns should not be given our 
deep study. These concerns have deep 
involvement in the world in which we 
live. 
But I have one deeper involvement 
which is also affecting the church. How 
is it possible that no one seemingly has 
much of a concern for a deepening of a 
spiritual relationship with the Lord? 
This surely would be a necessity to pro-
vide a remedy for the things identified 
by the survey. To bring this to pass, a 
spiritual deepening will have to be done 
on an individual basis. This process 
involves commitment with a death to 
self that will by obedience to the Word 
of God give a personal baptism of the 
Holy Ghost. The Word declares this to 
be a promise for every believer. 
May God give each of us faith and 
determination to make the promise a 
reality in our hearts and lives. 
Dale W. Ulery 
Summerfield, Fla. 
Words of thanks 
For some time I have wanted to write 
and express my appreciation for the Vis-
itor, which I have enjoyed reading since 
my high school days. I am pleased with 
the changes in layout and design, changes 
I believe reflect the desire of the Brethren 
in Christ to embrace and develop skills 
in the arts (including drama) which had 
before been shunned, not as evil but as 
uncomfortable. 
I am also pleased to see you print 
timely articles relevant to us, not just as 
local Christians involved in our areas, 
but as world-Christians (for example 
the farm crisis, nuclear arms, reaching 
out to the handicapped). I hope you 
continue to feature articles like these. 
Phoebe's journal is my favorite. I'm glad 
you have included her. 
Shirley Zagorski 
Monroe Center, 111. 
To and about Phoebe 
I want to thank you for the Phoebe's 
Journal article "Releasing Women to 
Serve" (March 1986). The question of 
women's refusal to serve in leadership 
positions in the congregation and con-
ference is one often raised when discuss-
ing women's broader participation in 
the ministries of the church. Phoebe has 
done an excellent job of analyzing the 
problem and pointing to some possible 
solutions. 
The need for greater attention to child 
care facilities, as well as for husbands to 
assume a greater responsibility in the 
home so as to free the wife for church 
involvements is well dealt with. One not 
touched on is the need to give women 
the opportunity to develop their skills 
and self-confidence at the local church 
level in a caring and affirming communi-
ty in order to prepare them for the 
greater risks and challenges of work on 
denominational and regional boards and 
committees. 
If churches and denominations are 
willing to work at these issues, both men 
and women will benefit greatly from 
being able to give and receive from each 






Have you said in your article in the 
March issue that people, especially men, 
need their consciousness raised as to 
what needs to happen to give women 
more opportunity to use their skills in 
ministry? 
I am always enamored by the area 
called "blind spots" on the Jahari Square 
in communication study. That same 
March issue on page six of the annual 
report of "Contact" refers to the Re-
source Listing of Mennonite and Breth-
ren in Christ Women. The introduction 
of that publication reads, "The question 
no longer seems to be whether or not 
women will serve church ministries, but 
rather which women . . ." Elitism in 
classic form compiled by women. 
I thank God for a lifetime of freedom 
to serve thanks to wonderful men and 
women who touched me, believed in me, 
and gave me opportunities to serve. 
There were others, but I consider it triv-
ial pursuit to let my time be taken with 
such experiences. 
In the last eighteen months I've learned 
a new thankfulness. 
Esther D. Snyder 
Columbia, Pa. 
Dear Phoebe: 
Each month when the Visitor arrives, 
I turn to your column first. I appreciate 
the way you treat significant issues 
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thoughtfully, articulately, and as a 
woman who seeks to apply Biblical 
teachings to her life. I feel like I can 
relate to you since I have also taught 
school and work outside the home (past 
and present). 
At this time my husband is a pastor 
outside the Brethren in Christ denomi-
nation. My first choice would be to 
work at home, but our student loans, the 
only means enabling him to attend col-
lege and then seminary, will come due in 
June and our otherwise adequate salary 
will not stretch to cover the large monthly 
payment. 
I am working for Kelly Services, a 
temporary secretarial agency, while seek-
ing a permanent position. I have en-
countered a wide range of people and 
attitudes. I would like to hear (read) 
your thoughts on dealing with excessive 
swearing from co-workers and "dirty" 
jokes while living a Christian witness 
and demonstrating Christ's love. 
I look forward to reading more of 
your columns. Thank you for being 
vulnerable with your readers. 
Shirley Zagorski 
Monroe Center, 111. 
A name game 
What would you think of having a 
"Name Onesimus" game? Suggested 
names to be in your office by December 
1. Participants to be allowed only one 
suggestion. Early announcement to be 
made, with a reminder in the November 
issue. Those suggesting the correct name 
to be given "honorary mention" when 
Onesimus' identity is announced. 
I have my name already decided—a 
very bright layman! 
C. W. Boyer 
Messiah Village 
Mechanicsburg, Pa. 
Sounds like a good idea to me, and 
the current Onesimus agrees—so the 
contest is on. The rules again: only one 
suggestion per participant; entries must 
be received in our office by December 1. 
We'll run a reminder closer to that 
date—editor. 
Dear Paul, 
It's one of those times again when I 
want so much to sit and talk. I read what 
you write and I write in return, but it is 
just not the same as talking face to 
face—even though I choose my words 
carefully and I write as legibly as I can. 
Oh, I do thank God for language and 
writing faculties, but pens and lines on 
paper just don't communicate like smiles 
and inflections and body language. We'd 
meet for a cup of coffee over at Jack's 
Diner this afternoon if we could . . . . 
Oh well, the thought was a pleasant one. 
Paul, I don't know if you realize how 
you are being misunderstood. Not gen-
erally, thank God, for I hear sermons 
again and again that utilize the great 
truths of your letters and that eloquently 
enlighten the hearer. The confusion to 
which I refer has to do with your words 
about women—actually, about our roles 
as they relate to maleness and female-
ness. We have read statements from 
your letters to the church at Corinth and 
to Timothy (1 Cor. 14:34-37; 1 Tim. 
2:8-15) and some of us have translated 
them into axioms that tend to create 
bondage and restriction. We have gone 
so far as to stifle the creativity and 
resourcefulness of women in the minis-
try of the church. 
As I said, Paul, I think this unfortu-
nate response grows out of some equally 
unfortunate misunderstandings of what 
you wrote. Along with others, I am try-
ing to sort through this confusion. For-
tunately, a couple of things are contrib-
uting to greater clarity in my thoughts 
about this issue. One of those helpful 
contributions came when I went recently 
to hear a friend address the student body 
at a nearby university. He spoke with 
biblical clarity about issues of sexuality. 
One thought stayed with me: he observed 
that the problem of male domination 
with its many related issues is a direct 
expression of the curse on Adam and 
Eve. As we talked briefly afterward, he 
noted further that the Scripture clearly 
reflects something other than male dom-
inance in its pre-fall and post-redemption 
settings. 
The other helpful experience grew out 
of the first. I examined in a new way the 
statements you made in writing to the 
church at Corinth and to Timothy. I 
must admit that having in mind the 
account recorded in Genesis 2:18f as 
well as Genesis 3:13-21 is very helpful 
when reading your statements about 
women. I guess I must be extra slow in 
catching on, Paul, because now as I read 
1 Timothy 2:8-15, it becomes quite 
obvious that you were writing with the 
account in Genesis clearly in mind. 
Let me recount to you some of my 
thinking in light of the above observa-
tions. I want to start with a question 
about verse 15, in the second chapter of 
your first letter to Timothy. You said 
that women will be saved "through" 
childbirth. (I suspect you used the word 
"dia" [through] to express the idea that 
women will be saved—if they continue 
in faith, love, sanctity, and self-restraint— 
all the way through the experience of 
pain in childbirth.) The severity of pain 
in bearing children, of course, is a clear 
and direct result of the fall (Gen. 3:16). 
Are you saying, Paul, that even the pain 
of childbirth will be redeemed for a 
woman who lives the gospel—lives in 
faith, love, holiness and temperance. 
Will living the gospel allow her to be 
whole, in a sense, overcoming the child-
bearing pain of the curse? 
It sounds to me as though you made 
many of your statements, not in an 
attempt to restrain the expressions of 
women or their freedom, but to reckon 
with the curse while at the same time 
calling attention to improving the qual-
ity of life in the church, the society of the 
redeemed. Does not this same under-
standing apply to the matter of women 
keeping silence in the church? 
Another clear impact of the curse was 
expressed in Genesis in the phrase, "your 
husband shall rule over you." What I 
hear you saying is that we will never be 
fully free from husband rule—it is so 
ingrained into sin-cursed society. But in 
the church we need to live knowing that 
"husband rule" is, in fact, a shadow of 
the curse. Furthermore, this shadow can 
be all but washed out when women 
choose to live in modesty, discretion, 
and joyful submission, and men choose 
to live in love and gentleness. Isn't it time 
that hard, ugly rebellion against submis-
siveness (attitude so common in the 
mind of modern women) is seen as an 
expression of the same rebellious spirit 
that brought the curse in the first place 
with its decree, "Your husband shall rule 
over you"? I believe the church is the one 
place where this rebellion does not need 
to happen. Women who adorn them-
selves with modesty and discretion, etc., 
are living the gospel. And when both 
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men and women are committed to the 
expressions of God's kingdom, the ef-
fects of the curse are beautifully moder-
ated and perhaps even rendered power-
less. As this is true, the church becomes 
a demonstration of that society where 
paradise shows signs of being restored. 
I am afraid, Paul, my thoughts are 
not as articulate as I'd like them to be. 
(That is why I would like to meet for 
coffee this afternoon!) But these reflec-
tions do lead me to believe that the 
church should not be sucked into a way 
of thinking about women that is obvious-
ly tainted by the curse. No doubt we will 
never be totally free of this, any more 
than we are totally free of any of the 
results of the curse (weeds, toil and 
sweat, pain in childbirth). It would 
seem, though, that if we take your 
advice about living the gospel, we can 
get on with the work of the church, uti-
lizing the gifts of both men and women. 
We like to think we have laid aside some 
of the other carnal expressions of the 
church at Corinth. Is there any reason 
why we can't draw on God's grace in 
such a way that this "husband rule" 
dimension of the curse looses its grip 
and we don't need your admonitions 
about women keeping silent, etc., in the 
same way they did at Corinth and 
Ephesus? 
Well, I'd love to hear from you, Paul, 
in response to these reflections—or from 
anyone else who might happen on to 
this letter and read it. 
Grateful for the gospel, 
Onesimus 
vehe's Journal 
Letter to my daughter 
Dear Beth, 
When Children's Day used to be 
listed on the church calendar in June, 
you would get upset because in all the 
hoopla for Mother's Day and Father's 
Day, no one would remember the chil-
dren. I guess the greeting card compa-
nies haven't latched onto the idea yet. In 
fact, I can't think of one occasion they 
promote that is specifically for the pur-
pose of celebrating children. At any rate, 
you've felt slighted, and so I want to 
remedy that a bit by writing this exclu-
sively for you. 
As you become an adolescent, I'm 
discovering that your feelings and expe-
riences are stirring up a lot of old feel-
ings in me. It's*almost like deja vu! My 
own adolescence was a difficult and 
painful time. Some of the reasons for 
that I think you already know, and I'll 
probably tell you more in the years 
ahead. So when you tell me what you're 
feeling or I see you going through some 
of the same things I did, I'm over-
whelmed all over again by my own feel-
ings, and I wish I could protect you from 
all the hurt and pain. 
Remember the Sunday you discov-
ered just as we were leaving for church 
that you had a run in your pantyhose? 
Remember how upset you were that I 
wouldn't let you go back and change? 
You were convinced that I didn't under-
stand what a big deal it was, plus you 
were sure everyone would notice and 
think less of you. When I thought about 
it later, I realized I should have risked 
being a few minutes late to give you the 
peace of mind a flawless pair of those 
would have provided. 
That incident is a good example of the 
dilemma I feel between the adolescent 
part of me that still hurts and the adult 
parent I have become. On the one hand, 
I understand only too well your need for 
approval and acceptance by your peers. 
Looking good is one important way to 
get that. I certainly remember how 
important it was to look as good as 
everyone else and how awful I felt when 
a hair was out of place or I had a bad run 
in my stocking. I felt very conspicuous, 
just like you do. 
On the other hand, as an adult I can 
see how silly it is to feel that one's whole 
world is falling apart because of a pan-
tyhose run. Who is going to remember 
20 years from now that on a certain 
Sunday back in 1986 your appearance 
was slightly less than perfect? They're 
probably much more likely to remember 
whether you were friendly, kind, and 
fun to be with. 
I remember too the time you told me 
with tears in your eyes that you feel like 
you don't have any friends with whom 
you can talk freely about anything that's 
on your mind. I don't think your situa-
tion is as desperate as that sounds, 
because you do have good friends. But I 
know how hard it is to feel safe about 
revealing your innermost thought and 
feelings. TTiere's always the danger that 
you'll be ridiculed for being "stupid," or 
"weird." That's exactly what's happened 
sometimes, isn't it? I would guess, how-
ever, that your friends probably feel the 
same way, too. 
I know how hard it is to be vulnera-
ble, to risk telling others things about 
yourself that might not be very flatter-
ing, to risk sharing your fears and wor-
ries when you might not be understood 
and accepted. 1 think too that being 
vulnerable with friends during adoles-
cence must be especially hard because 
you already feel fragile and vulnerable 
and imperfect and full of conflicting feel-
ings. Keeping up the image of being in 
control and perfectly put together is cru-
cial to your self-esteem. Maybe it helps 
to realize that when friends make fun of 
you, they might be covering up their 
own fears and insecurities. They don't 
want to be weird either! 
What can I do to help you? You can 
answer that yourself, but I know what 
I'd like to do. Even though I wish I could 
keep you from being hurt and make 
everything right for you, I can't. Besides, 
I don't think I should, because a normal 
part of growing up and of being human 
is experiencing both good and bad feel-
ings and learning how to handle them. 
However, I hope you'll keep talking 
to me, telling me what you're thinking 
and feeling. I want to be able to lis-
ten and understand. Sometimes I think 
that I suffocate you with my "words of 
wisdom" when maybe I should just 
listen, cry with you, and hug you. You 
probably don't really want to hear about 
how it was for me when I was your age! I 
also want to let you know that what you 
feel doesn't make you weird, or weak, or 
stupid. Perhaps I do that by being 
vulnerable with you, by telling you 
about my own struggles with similar 
feelings (adults don't have it all together 
either!), by not giving the impression 
that I have everything all figured out. I 
want you to feel that home is a safe 
place, and that you can trust Daddy and 
me to listen and care and not put you 
down for your ideas and feelings and 
perceptions. Above all, I want you to 
know that you are loved and nothing 
you can do or say will change that. 
Happy Children's Day! 
Love, 
Mom 
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Impressions from Disney's world 
I suppose there is a danger, as some 
people say, in over-spiritualizing expe-
rience. Why take the subject of a family 
trip to Disney World and try to pull out 
of it all kinds of spiritual applications? 
Why not take it for what it is w o r t h -
fun and relaxation—and leave it at that? 
Somehow I simply can't do it. The expe-
rience taught too many lessons, inspired 
too many new thoughts, and stirred up 
too many emotions which, although 
possibly not worthy of being written 
about, did not go unexamined. 
Impression 1. There really is a world 
out there! Beyond the confines (should I 
risk reinforcing the erroneous TV "hick 
town" image of rural America?) of the 
town where we live, there is indeed a 
world of immense wonder and diversity 
which we seldom encounter. Hearing 
about it on the 6:00 news is no substitute. 
Soon after we left home, I sensed the 
smallness of what we had left behind. It 
was not that the events and people in my 
life are not good or real. But those 
things, so important in day-to-day life, 
began to diminish against the expanse of 
the Smoky Mountains, the dazzling 
color of a South Carolina sunset, the 
endless miles of concrete expressway, 
the majesty of the North Carolina pines. 
How important we think we are! 
Schedules, petty disputes, inviolable 
routines and limits. Against these, God 
seemed to cry out from the moutain 
peaks, "I Am." The statement vibrated 
through my being, pushing out plans, 
hurts, confusion—the essence of who I 
am in my little world, the Shakespear-
ean quote from high school days came 
to mind, something about there being 
much more to life that I "ever dreamt 
of in my philosophy." So the routine 
and the mundane soon became over-
whelmed—I became overwhelmed—by 
a sense of my own smallness. 
And in the place in my mind swept 
clean by the Great I Am, I started in the 
long quiet hours of travel to commune 
with him. We talked about many things— 
the mist over the mountains; the incred-
ible number of pinecones dropped under 
just one tree; how no artist or landscaper 
could even begin to copy the beauty of 
the wild-growing dogwoods and red-
buds. We talked about why the radio 
stations blare with such ugly music; why 
relationships aren't always whole; why 
people fear each other. I wondered how 
our children's lives would turn out; I 
admired their young, strong bodies; I 
loved them silently, with God, in my 
heart of hearts. 
Impression 2. People. People every-
where. Once at Disney's world, we waited 
in 45-minute lines, pressed up close 
against people we didn't know. I looked 
into faces, but eyes did not meet. I stud-
ied shapes, colors, clothing. We passed a 
silent parade of hundreds, thousands of 
faces and I wondered about every one. 
Then I thought back on all the dwell-
ings we had passed along the way. The 
hillside mansions near Louisville, the 
houses on Kentucky horse farms en-
circled by miles of black rail fence, the 
shacks of the Tennessee Cherokee, the 
multi-storied hotels in Orlando. Mud, 
brick, concrete, siding, wood—all en-
closing and protecting someone. But 
who? I struggled endlessly and futilely to 
put faces and personalities and spiritual 
conditions into those homes. 
People. I said to myself, "God loves 
all of them." I acknowledged, "I should 
love them." Then deep somewhere inside 
I churned with a turning of guilt and 
frustration, "I don't . . . I have no 
opportunity . . . I have no desire for 
them to intrude upon my world . . . I 
need their love and recognition just as 
much as they are supposed to need 
mine . . . Lord, help me know how to 
fit in." 
Impression 3. Disney World is mag-
nificent. It is a world of fantasy. But, 
more so, it is a land of dreams come true. 
"Through him all things were made; 
without him nothing was made that has 
been made" must be ingrained in me. I 
found it very easy—in fact, I was com-
pelled—to worship there almost contin-
ually. Yet nowhere did we hear the word 
God, except perhaps in a patriotic song. 
Not that anyone officially condemned 
its use. Not that they prohibited his 
presence (although maybe they did, or 
thought they could). It's just that no one 
seemed to pay any attention to God. 
Every once in awhile, you heard about 
evolution; very often, about the suprem-
acy of man and democracy. But no-
where, "God be praised." 
Probably my strongest impression of 
the entire trip was that Disney World is 
a place where art and science join hands 
in some of mankind's greatest achieve-
ments. Imagination has been unchained. 
Every human resource has been made 
available for the accomplishment of 
delightful and marvelous things. Awe 
and wonder fill every minute of each 
presentation—especially in Future 
World. 
Strangely enough, the Anabaptist me 
did not condemn this extravagant use of 
time, energy, and millions of dollars. 
("The poor we will always have with us," 
I thought, although it seemed a little 
heretical.) Instead, I found myself being 
critical of the church. If this is what man 
can do without God, I pondered, think 
what man could do with God. And my 
mind returned home to our small think-
ing and our small dreams. The "more 
than we can think or ask or imagine" 
passages of the Bible would hardly leave 
my mind. Why, I wondered, do we avail 
ourselves of so little of God's capabilities 
and power? Why are we so hesitant to 
dream dreams?* Why are we timid, 
when we could look into the future with 
God's eyes and become his willing 
partners in adventure? Didn't Christ say 
*The curse on the dreamer is being 
viewed as not enjoying the present. 
Most people look on the attitude of the 
visionary as negative when actually it is 
full of faith. Dreamers spend a lot of 
time living a possible existence. The 
trouble is, they already are living very 
happily two hours, two weeks, or ten 
years in the future, already seeing evi-
dence of things unseen. Then they strug-
gle to find ways to bring the world into 
the vision (most of the time it won't 
come) and, in doing so, are accused of 
lack of contentment. 
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that life should be abundant, not neces-
sarily in a monetary sense, but in the 
quality of life's intangibles? (So often we 
consider "frantic" synonymous with 
"abundant"!) 
These thoughts were almost too pain-
ful to entertain for long. Just enjoy the 
trip, I chided myself (and my family 
chimed in, even though most of my 
thinking was unexpressed verbally). Just 
relax and live to the fullest while you are 
here in this fantasy world. So, by mid-
week, I pushed the off button of my 
mind and allowed myself to be swept 
from one exhibit into the next, expe-
riencing sensation after sensation, and 
the nearly drowning feeling that life is 
too big and too complex. 
Impression 4. Family relationships. 
Forty-eight hours (or more) in a car 
together is a long time. Decisions need 
to be made. Which radio station do we 
listen to? When and where do we stop 
for lunch? Who gets to ride in the front 
seat? Whose turn is it to sleep with the 
pillow? In our normal environment, I 
know my territory; you know yours; the 
children know whom to ask in which 
situation. But in unfamiliar settings, 
there is often no opportunity to stop and 
analyze motives, feelings, and precon-
ceptions. Or perhaps there is too much 
time to think. 
So family vacations can become times 
of strain. During travel, lines of author-
ity and communication are placed under 
stress, the opposite of our intentions for 
a fun vacation. Because of closeness and 
reordered lives in a car, motel, tent, or 
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restaurant, small fissures may become 
large cracks. If we feel vulnerable, we 
may back off and say to ourselves, "I'll 
be submissive and not demand my way 
or even express my opinion." But some-
times our best intentions to be Christlike 
backfire and we are suddenly viewed as 
indifferent or aloof. My prayer for every 
minute was, "Lord, help me remember 
that this trip is an opportunity for us to 
love and grow. Give us creative ways to 
work at loving." 
Impression 5. Aching feet. It seems 
to be a fact of my life that an aching, 
tired body, more than anything else, 
undermines my efforts at being "good" 
or "spiritual." A sore back and burning 
feet cry out rudely. The only cure for an 
unrestrained tongue seems to be a good 
night's sleep. At other points, I begin to 
wonder if there is not grace sufficient for 
my brooding silence. Tiredness and its 
companion, lack of control, are all 
unwelcomed aspects of the human con-
dition. 
Wasn't Jesus ever tired? Didn't he 
ever snap at the disciples the way I snap 
at the kids? Wasn't he ever tempted by 
his humanness to whip a hateful com-
ment at the Pharisees or the crowds that 
pressed in and suffocated? Was he always 
"together" and "cool"? Of course he was; 
he was perfect. In moments of exhaus-
tion and defeat, it's easy to wonder how 
we can ever uphold Christ's seemingly 
impossible standard. 
Impression 6. As the car floated us 
closer and closer toward home, I sensed 
we all started the adjustment process. 
Our son suddenly remembered how 
anxious he was to see the cat. Our 
daughter started bemoaning having to 
resume her piano practice schedule. My 
husband's mind returned to the class-
room, his Sunday school lesson, and his 
many church duties. "There's no place 
like home" takes on a different meaning 
when home is associated with taking up 
burdens of responsibility. We all picked 
up our canoes, so to speak, and forded 
the stream back to the real world, where 
all our faults are known, where greens 
are less green and blues are less blue, and 
where we have few expectations of car-
rying anything much of Disney's world 
into our daily regimens. 
Yet I think a spark of Disney is in me 
to stay. The trip nourished thoughts that 
the Holy Spirit had planted months 
before. First, God does not intend for 
human beings—Christians—to become 
introverted and visionless. Rather, God 
endows us with gifts and talents and 
minds which he wants us to use to their 
fullest. We cannot continue to slam the 
door in the Holy Spirit's face when he 
would invite us to imagine and dream all 
sorts of wonderful possibilities. Beauty 
and science, art and technology are not 
to be feared, but are to reflect through us 
the mind and the heart of God. 
Second, God is our protector and our 
guide through a large, scary, sin-drenched 
world. I could not help but think how 
lost I felt in the crowds of people of all 
types, tongues, and nationalities. Yet I 
felt (not in a self-centered way, I don't 
think) that God's eye was on me, just as 
a bright spotlight can focus on one per-
son on a crowded stage. I was assured 
that if God knows me, then he knows 
all. God also assured me that it was O. K. 
to view this vacation in light of him, 
or—more precisely—in his light. It was 
O.K. to search for truth and meaning, 
even on a family vacation. In fact, it's all 
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General Conference Information 
It should have been said before, but was overlooked. 
The logo for this biennium, "Energized to Evangelize," 
was created by Ray Zercher. This is just one of the many 
times through the years that the brotherhood has been 
the grateful recipient of this artist's talents. 
Change: The morning and afternoon children's meet-
ing times have been extended 15 minutes. The morning 
session will be from 8:30 to 11:45 a.m., and the afternoon 
session will be f rom 1:30 to 4:45 p.m. Our thanks to the 
staff for being willing to do this. 
The deadline for registration is probably past. If you 
plan to attend General Conference and have somehow 
overlooked registering, call Paul Hostetler, (717) 697-
2634, and give him the information requested on F O R M 
A (Deadline June 1). His home number is (717) 766-2621. 
Next, call McMaster University and give them the 
information requested on F O R M B (Deadline June 10). 
The number is (416) 525-9140, Extension 4781. 
After June 10, all changes in lodging and meals should 
be made by phone, using the above McMaster number. 
The McMaster cancellation deadline, with full refunds, is 
July 1, 1986, except in emergencies. Cancellations after 
June 10 must be made by phone. 
Registration at Conference, in the Commons Build-
ing, will be on Friday evening, July 4, from 6:00 to 9:00 
p.m., and on Saturday from 8:00 to 12 noon. In order to 
register on time, you will need to arrive by 10:00 a.m. on 
Saturday. To avoid standing in a long line, come even 
earlier. The first session of General Conference will open 
at 1:00 p.m. on Saturday, July 5. 
Do not overlook the blanks in F O R M A relating to 
the large anniversary convocation in Kitchener. Trans-
portation will be arranged for you upon request. Those 
arriving from Pennsylvania by chartered bus also need to 
make a request for transportation to Kitchener, if they 
need it. 
All men, women, and children attending Conference 
should register on F O R M A. And all persons 18 and 
over, attending day sessions, should pay the registration 
fee. The only exceptions are those attending evening 
sessions only. 
If your agency desires to be involved in the registration 
process on Friday and Saturday at Conference, please 
contact the Convention Director. 
Special reminder to all voting Members of Confer-
ence: All Members of Conference are required to attend 
all business sessions unless excused by the General Secre-
tary or Moderator. 
For more information, contact Paul Hostetler, Con-
vention Director, Grantham, PA 17027. Phones: 717-
697-2634, or (home) 717-766-2621. You can leave a 
recorded message at the home number. 
Thank you, each one, for your splendid cooperation. 
Let's all look forward to inspiration and fellowship dur-
ing the busy days of General Conference. 
Videotaping at Conference 
The General Conference Program Committee has 
arranged to have videotapes made of the various activi-
ties and programs at General Conference. These will be 
made available to individuals at reasonable cost after the 
tape editing is done following the Conference. More 
details will be announced later. 
It is hoped that people operating the cameras will be 
regarded "as part of the furnishings." In other words, 
they should be disregarded. When people turn and look 
into the camera, that footage is usually lost. There may be 
times when additional lighting is used. 
This is an effort to glorify Christ and enhance His 
church by the medium of video communication. Pray 
that this goal will be accomplished and that distraction 
will be kept to a minimum. 
Corrections 
The tan four-page pamphlet, sent out to the congrega-
tions some weeks ago with General Conference program 
information, contained two errors: 
(1) the Mennonite/Brethren in Christ celebration on 
Sunday morning, July 6, will be in the Kitchener Memo-
rial Auditorium (not at Waterloo University, as stated). 
(2) the drama, "Sentence of Honor," on Sunday after-
noon, will be presented in the Ivor Wynne Center at 
McMaster University (not in the stadium). 
See pages 14-17 for additional 
General Conference information 
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